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Milt Is ExDected Back Government Victory Will Mean

from Taos Tomorrow
Afternoon.

That Treaty Will Be
Permanent

Was Jeremia Kibera foully murdered by, the hand of assassins or was
he struck down by a bolt of lightThis is the question which has
ning?
'
aroused keen Interest and much feeling in and near Hnisboro, Sierra
county and which the mounted police
have been called upon to help answer.
According to advices received here
tcday no less than four "suspects"
have been arrested In connection with
the alleged murder of Ribera and the
coroner's jury strengthened the murder theory by bringing in a verdict
that Ribera had come to his death at
the hands of assassins.
.
His body is said to have been found
about July 16 or 17 and there were
manv indications "that he had met a
violent death. His clothes were torn
from his body and It Is said there
were marks in the sand of a rope
which mieht have been used to drag
it to the spot where It was found. But
several who have seen victims 01
lightning declare that the unfortunate
rancher thus met his death.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New
Mexico Mounted Police has been at
Hillsboro in connection with the case
and is expected back tonight when he
will doubtless throw light on the matter.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Ottawa, Ont., July 31. The Canadian election campaign with ratifications of the reciprocity agreement
with the United States as the paramount issue will be opened this week
in many parts of the country by members of parliament who have reached
their constituencies.
The two party leaders however, will
not start on their speaking tours for
a week at least. Robert Rogers, who
will conduct the fight against reciprocity In Manitoba, arrived today for a
conference with Mr. Borden. R. C.
Henders, and Robt. McKenzie, presi
dent and secretary of the Western
Grain Growers, who came in from
the west to give their advice and co
operation to the government.
Of further explanation of. the gov
ernment's position in dissolving par
liament one of the Dominion' minis
ters said today: "While the govern
ment regrets that It .was not able to
carry out its bargain with the United
States without recourse to a generaj
election, it possibly is better for all
parties that things have . taken the
lurn which they have. If reciprocity
had been forced through the House at
this time it would have been put in
Jeopardy within a year, as by law a
general election would have to come
after another session.
"By bringing the election on now
we expect to be able to make reciprocity the sole issue; If the election
were deferred for a year and reciprocity put through, the chances are that
reciprocity then would be only one of
the issues.
"The liberal government might be
turned out on some other question and
the incoming conservative government
an
undoubtedly would put througa
act repealing reciprocity. If the gov
ernment is sustained in September, it
means that the people want reciprocity; that it will be ratified and that
its opponents will not get another
chance at it. for at least four years.
It Vwlll tbiif be so firmly established
snd :So large a trade with the United
States built up that no government
'
would dare repeal it."

.

Back Tomorrow.
Governor William J. Mills is exafpected back from Taos tomorrow
ternoon and will leave immediately for
the chatauqua at Mount.niiair.
Mounted Police Recover Horses.
Mounted Policeman Apolonia A.
Sena and Deputy Sheriff Eligio Ortega recovered four horses and a saddle
stolen by a man said to be named
Pilar Vilescas. The thief escaped.
.

Moines, N. M.

'

.

TEXAS ADVERTISING
Take Possession. pf

PRICE

MEN

Steamer

Com-

monwealth on Way From New
York to Boston.

Would Have Saved Guggen- heimr Much Trouble Had
They Hired Him

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) A RETAINER
FOR
$15,000
Boston, Mass., July 31. Texas advertising men were in full possession
of the Fall River Steamship ."Commonwealth" from the time it left New Practically Had Closed Deal and
York last night. One hundred and
Consented to Act as Attorof them bound for the natwenty-fiv- e
ney in 1908.
tional convention of advertising men
here, took possession of the vessel
and immediately began to make (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
known to everybody on board the big-- . Washington, D. C, Tuly 31,. James
ness of Texas as a state and the ad- Wickersham, delegate "In Congress
Juvantages of Dallas as a convention from Alaska, started to the House had
diciary committee today that he
city.
'
The main business of the delegates consented to act as attorney for the
to get the 1912 convention for Dal- Guggenheim Alaska interests in 1908
Is
;
for $15,000 a year.
las. St, Paul is the chief rival.
A proposition was made to him by
StepheVBurch, representative of the
Northwestern Commercial Company.
X SIXTH MURDER j.
v X
"If they had paid what I asked, I
FOR JULY. X
X
;
would have been their attorney," said
The sixth murder to be com- - X Mr.
X
"and I think I would
' mltted in New Mexico during X haveWickersham,
saved them a,, whole lot of
X
Is
X the month of July
reported
trouble."
'
from McKinley county, where X
Francisco Olguin was shot and X
MISSISSIPPI HAS SENATORIAL
instantly killed at Perea, east X
PRIMARY TOMORROW.
X of Wingate station, by Padera X
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
:38 Hernandez.
Later Hernandez X (By
Jackson. MIrk.. JiiIt 31
X shot David Salas in the right X the Democrats will mat ttioi
f
X arm and toen surrendered to X a primary tot decide whotMVII
else besides
X Sheriff Talle. Olguin was sleep- - X John Sharp Williams will
represent
X ing under a water car when he X
Mississippi m tne u. S. Senate. The
X received the fatal bullet in his' X candidates besides Mr.
Leroy Percy,
X brain. Salas was eating his X the incumbent, are former Governor
.1
Jam V VlNlnmali n
n tT .
,
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Berlin, July 31. The return of Emperor William to the capital has not
affected the Moroccan negotiations,
contrary to intimations in the Paris
papers that his majesty would change
Foreign Minister Von
policy. The emperor, according
to an official statement today, received
a report on the negotiations but nothing has been given- - out.
Kiderlen-Waech-ter-
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TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Senate met at noon.
SENATE Senator.Smoot of
Utah spoke against any change
in the sugar scnedule.
Senator Owen spoke in favor
of election and recall of federal
Judges.
Lorimer hearing continued.
Petition received from a Chicago mass meeting denouncing
hearing as "curbstone" and
"clothesline" talk. t

reports regardTogoland and the Kameruns,
where It had been said concessions
might be made by Germany in exchange for a strip of the French Congo, are unconfirmed.
It is learned that Germany took
diplomatic steps regarding the speech
of David Lloyd George, the British
chancellor, and subsequent English
the
newspaper, comment in which
Anglo-Frenc-

h

ing

Works of California
introduced Alaska coal conservation
bill, Identical with House bill.
House met at noon.
HOUSE Rejected by 1S1 to

a Senate deficiencr appropriation to pay one mon i's ex-

25

tra

pay to employes r.f Conan approprla'io.i for
thitij years back, n
Representative Anderson of
Ohio, denying ..aat he "sneaked in" his pension bill, insinuated that the other members
are trying "to dodge a vote."
Debate continued on cotton
tariff revision bill.
House
judiciary committee
heard Delegate Wickersham's
charges against Attorney General Wickersham.

gress,

pronouncement was construed as
Great Britain's veto of a proposed
Franco-Germasettlement on the ban

sis of

a

coneesslon-t- o
Germany In the
'
The German governCongo.

French
ment requested ant received an explanation that Great Britain was disinterested in the situation outside of
Morocco.

But for this understanding between

Berlin and London the situation might
have been critical.

"Sugar Trust" investigating
committee heard Secretary
Palmer of American Beet Sugar
Association
in historical review of inddstry.
Robinson of Arkansas intro-

PENSION F

(By Special Leased Vi'lw to New Mexican)
Austin, Texas, July 31. wnn tne
'
every
X liquor question overshadowing
other topic discussed, the Texas legis- Mature met in special session he:e to- day. Although called to pass approp-- j
riation bills and limited by statute to
X only such legislation as the governor
X suggests in his message, it is generally
X believed taat rigid bills affecting the
Xt liquor traffic will be passed.
X
Governor Colquitt is an advocate of
X strict regulation of the liquor tralic
X but opposed' to state-widprohibition.
X A
majority of the House and Senate
X have declared themselves in favor of
X
The recent prohibitio-- i
prohibition.
X
won,
election, in which the "wets"
X
may be investigated.
X
Colquitt Ignores Liquor Legislation.
X
Austin, Texas, July 21. Governor
X
Colquitt's message today submitted
X two
subjects appropriation bills and
e

X

redistricting the state senatorial and
representative districts. Legislation
X affecting the liquor traffic wi's not
X
X
X
X
X
X
XI
X
X

mt ntioned.
EDWIN A .ABBEY, FAMOUS
PAINTER, IS DYING.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Philadelnhia. Pa. .Tulv 31. A cabie- gram received today by his brother,
Wm. Abbey, states that Edwin A. Ab-bey, the American painter, is dying In
X London.

DEMOCRATS

duced Alaska Coal 'conservation bill.
E, G. Lewis, of St. Louis,
charged before House investiSocialistic Idea That Will Pre.
gating committee that postofflce
acted "high handedly" in invadvail Sooner or Later in
ing his publishing plant.
House conferees to'make anthe United States
other attempt tomorrow
to
agree on direct electibu of Senators bill.
BERBER INTRODUCES
A BILL
Reported that tariff issue
would be injected into tonight's
j
It Provides Four Dollars a Week XX caucus of House Democrats on
campaign publicity.

OLD

PEOPLE

FAIL TO AGREE
Senators of the Minority
Split Over Bailey Free
List Bill

-

VALUATIONS

PHYSICAL

IK

POLICE

PEGMON

OPPOSED

Sixty Years.

Johnson Puts Up Strange Argument That Pledges Should
Be Kept

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Washington, D. C, July 31. Brand(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
thA TTnHprwnflH
ntfnn tariff eo.
Washington, D. C, July 31. A pen ing
....
, , i,
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
,uu UU1 aa PUPS"" ilegislation
sion of $4 a week for every man and
Washington D. C., July 31 In the
of
Austin
Tennessee, hope of lnsuring unanimity of action
woman more than 60 years of age is Representative
uc.areu in me nouse to- on tne Farmers Free List bill, the
'","1U
provided for in a bill by Representa
tive Victor L. Berger, introduced to- day that the measure which he said Democratic senators met in caucus

...

,.,.

reduce southern mill cotton jday Tne on,y
tore the
question
day. He is the Socialist member from sales
many millions of dollars through ,meeti
as tnat of accepting tne
Wisconsin.
The representative
in
v.clla.u., ""- "amendment eliminating farm
cluded in his bill a clause that none
be vetoed by President Taft if the Bailey
from the articles to be ad
of the courts of the country,' not even
products
Senate

w.0

passed it.
the supreme court of the United
Jones Is Working Hard.
States should pass upon its validity.
The old workingmen and women Special to the New Mexican.K
are entitled to a living outside of the Washlngton, D. C, July 31. On
of Chairman Smith; the com- poorhouses and without aid of private motion on
territories was discharged
charity," said Mr. Berger in discussfrom further consideration of the bill
ing the bill.
"If political parties or the supreme granting land to the University of
court do not realize that fact, they New Mexico. It was referred to the
will be wiped out of existence, to committee on public land's.
Now Is the time for business men
gether with the old constitution."
Mr. Berger also introduced a bill to rush telegrams and letters favorproviding for a commission composed ing the Nelson substitute for the
of members of the "three parties in Flood statehood resolution. This will
v
congress" to compile data on the sub-- , r ccomplish much more good. Sena
tor Polndezter gave notice that after
ject of old age pensions.
the morning business on August 7th
he will address the Senate on the
LITTLE LONDON IS
flood statehood resolution.
FORTY YEARS OLD.
i A. A. Jones of Las Vegas, Is here
Colorado Spring Devotes an Entire working for the Flood resolution, and
lg exerting considerable influence on
- Week to
Celebrating This An-- I
the Democratic leaders and may sucnlversary.
ceed In persuading them to defy Presl-den- t
Taft's wishes and thus defeat
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
statehood. ;
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 31.
Thousands of visitors in addition to
the usual rush of summer tourists are GOMPERS, ET AL, GIVEN
here today to participate in the open' '
TWENTY DAYS TO ANSWER.
ing of the six day fete to celebrate
the fortieth birthday of the city. ,
Well Known Labor Leaders Charged
The streets are ablaze with bril
With Contempt of Court In th
liant colored bunting, the decorations
Famous Boycott Case.
being on a scale never before attempted here and at night the thorough- (Bv 8peclal Leased Wire to New Mexican)
fares will be illuminated by a blase Washington, D. C, July 31. Samuel
;
of Incandescent lights.
Gompers, Frank Morrison ,and Joan
The star attraction today was an Mitchell, the labor leaders, were to
automobile parade with more than 800 day allowed twenty-day- s
by Justice
machines in line. Many of these cars Wright of the district supreme"; court
belonged to summer visitors. , Gov In which to answer the charges of
ernor Shaf roth of Colorado, . opened contempt
against them, as contained
the festivities of the week with a in a second report of the committee of
brief address at 10:30 o'clock, after prosecutors In the Bucks Stove &
which Mayor Avery of Colorado
Range cases.
,.;
Springs gave the keys of the city
to King carnival.
"

.

-

'

.

j

mitted free.
The amendment was supported by
Its author and was attacked by sever- al senators. The caucus was spirited
but adjourned without action until

night.
)

Senator Bailey contended that on
the acceptance of his provision would
depend the success of his bill, for
without it, he said, It would not get
the votes of the Insurgent Republicans.

Senator Johnson of Maine contended for the passage of the bill as It
came from the House. He said the
Democrats had made their campaign
on a promise of lower duties and
cheaper living, and declared that he
could see no reason for a variation
from the program on the products of
the farm.
Senator Martlne of New Jersey, denounced all expedients as unwise and
undemocratic.

But It Has Not Yet Been

Sold
clares President "Tip" O'Neill
of the League.

De-

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X-

X
X

BY LIGHTNING. "
Up to date, the New Mexican
has recorded nineteen deaths
from lightning thus far this
summer in New Mexico. The '
twentieth death from lightning
stroke is mentioned by the '
Logan Leader, which .says that
Nabor Padllla of Logan, Quay
county, a sheep herder, was
struck by lightning near Rana,
Quay county, ' A large' family
"'-- survives him.
X
S X X X X X X JS XX X K

(By Special
Chicago.
the Des Moines Club cannot be sold
until I know who the prospective purchaser is," said President "Tip"
Baseball
O'Neill of the Western
League this morning.
The transfer of all the remaining
games of the Des Moines to other
cities in the league is not objected to
by the league president so long as tne
arrangement Is satisfactory to the
other club owners.

-

'

'

X

Program for Tuesday, August 1, 1911.
.
,"A General Survey of the Anciea;
10:00 A, M.,
Culture."- - Director Edgar L. Hewett.
. eblo and Cliff Dwelling
In the Old Palace.
Lecture at
(Class meets at reception room
)
the ruins on Fort Marcy Acropolis.
2:30 p. m. lecture. "Tne Evolution of Design." Mr. Kenneth M.
.'
(Mr. Chapman's, lecture will be in the form of talks
Chapman.
Illustrated with crayon sketches.)
8:30 p. m. lecture, "Primitive Man and flls Education." Dr.. Frank
"
E. Thompson.
Home
of
the Semites." ur. Lewis u. I'aton.
"The
X8:00 P. m., lecture.
Unless otherwise specinea an lectures are neiu at ine museum
X
X in the Old Palace.
XXXXXXXXXXXXX X X X
X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X
lecture-excursion-

X
X
X
X
X
St

X
X
X
X
Ss

--

.

,

s

state expenses.

In the district court for Santa Fa
the Territory of New Mexico this forenoon secured a preliminary injunction against, the city of Santa Fe to
restrain the city from collecting a fee
of fifty cents for a building
permit for
the construction of a garage at tho
executive mansion.
The hearing to
determine whether the Injunction is
to bo made permanent has been set

About 71 per cent of the state's
taxes come from that course.
Ohio
collects 52 per cent of its total from
corporations, Indiana, 19 per cent, and
Illinois, 34 per cent.
for August 10.
In Michigan the revenue from cor
The suit is as follows:
porations, which is 45 per cent of the
The Territory of Xew Mexico on
tax receipts, is applied to the school the relation
of its Capitol Custodian
fund.

comprehensive review of the tax
ation of corporations in Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin is
presented in a report of the commissioner of corporations transmitted to
the president today.
Reports on corporation taxation in
New England and the middle Atlantic
states have been publisned.
The report says Ill&ois find Indiana
levy practically no special taxes on
corporations; that Wisconsin alone ap
proaches a separation of the sources
of revenue and that Michigan and Wis
consin made an elaborate physical
valuation of steam and street railways
on a system quite different from that
used by any of the other statos.
The finding of the commissioner af
ford a concise comparison between the
tax laws of the state, in the light cf
judicial decisions practical administra
tion and revenue returns.
A

Committee
H. S. Kaune, A. B.
Renehan and n. P. Ervien vs. The City
of Santa Fe, a municipal corporation,
and Arthur Seligman,
mayor and
Nicholas Sona, marthal' of the city of
Santa Fe.
The plaintiff for its cause of action
says:1.
That throueh its said Canitnl
Custodian Committee it is nroceedine
about the erection of a garage upon
me executive mansion grounds,
jhat
is to say, the grounds surrounding
the official residence of the governor
of the Territory of New Mexico in
the city and county of Santa Fe.
2. That the said earaee is beine
constructed of stone, in a substantial
r.armonious and fireproof manner, un
der the supervision of a competent
srehitect and stands at a distance
from any structure of any kind and In
no way will be or constitute a nuis- any individual.

3. That the officials of the
city of
GATES HAS PNEUMONIA
Santa Fe, particularly the said mayor
IN BOTH LUNGS. and
marshal, represent that pursuant
to an ordinance of the said city they
Condition of American Financier at are
authorized, directed and required
Paris Is Considered Grave By
to demand the payment of a license
His Physicians.
fee as preliminary to a permit for
the erection of the said structure.
Leased
to
New
Wire
(Bv Special.
Mexican)
4.
That the said
Custodian
Faris, July 31. Physicians attend Committee has been Capitol
reauested bv th
ing John W. Gates said this afternoon said
mayor and marshal to pay such
that the patient's condition was about
fee which amounts to 50 or
the same as it was last night, being license
75 cents which tho caM oViftnt
still considered grave. The " pneutodian Committee as a body empowmonia, which has been confined to
the left lung, until yesterday, when ered by law to maintain and equip
it began to attack the right lung, has the Capitol building, the Capitol
not gained any headway, but neither grounds and the grounds surrounding
the executive mansion, have refused
has it receded.
to pay, and pursuant to such refusal.
the said officers have threatened, and
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX give out and declare that unless th
X VICAR GENERAL FOURCHE- - X said fee is
promptly paid, it will put
GU HONORED BY POPE.
a stop to the work of the erection of
the said structure and will arrest and
It was stated on good authorimprison the workmen engaged on
ity in clerical circles this
the erection of the said building.
a
that
5. That the
morning
cablegram has
Territory of New Mexbeen received in this country
ico is exempt and removed from the
announcing that the Veey Rev.
taxing power of the city of Santa Fe
Antonio Fourchegu, vicar genand the tax so demanded Is in the
eral of the archdiocese of Sannature of a tax upon the sovereignty,
ta Fe, and who has labored as
if its exaction be permitted, which Is
a missionary priest for two
contrary to law and public policy.
score and three years, has been
6. That the Territory of New Mexcreated a monslgnore by His
ico does not refuse to Dav uneh tatHoliness, Pope Pius X.
as a matter of niggardliness but as
Father Fourchegu stated, in
a matter of principle and for the
pur
reply to questions concerning
pose oi maintaining the diimitv of th
the matter, that he has reterritory against unlawful encroach
ceived no information on the
ments of this kind, and the molesta-- '
from
Rome
or any
tion and annoyance of its officials In
subject
other source.
and about the conduct of their offices
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX" particularly
the said Capitol
Custodian Committee.
Wherefore, the territory prays that
the defendants, their agents, . servants, officers, employes, and privies,
be restrained and enjoined until the
further order of the court, from In
FOR MEXICO anywise interfering with the erection
of said garage on the executive mansion grounds or molesting or in any
way Impeding the workmen engaged
Insurrectos at Jliarez Object In or about the construction of . the
said building.
,
to Giving Up Fat Cus
HARRY S. CLANCY.
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MEN

Assistant Attorney General

RIOT
AT EL ORO, MEXICO.

REINSTATED

Much Dissatisfaction and Job
less Statesmen Threaten
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
July 31. "The franchise of
to Be Ugly-

SS

X

d

DES MOINES CLUB IS
ON THE MARKET.

X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X XX
X X X X X X X X X X X X
SUMMER 8CHOOL OF ARCHAEOLOGY.

XXXXXXX$XXXXXXXX
X TWENTY KILLED

(By Pprcial L,e;is'-- Wire to NVw Mexican
Washington, D. C, July 31 Wisconsin of all the eastern central states-deriveenougn revenue from its taxes
on corporations to pay its ordinary

f

INSURGENTS MUST HELP THEM
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for Every Person Over

,
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TALKS

Emperor William Returns to Cap Insurgents Hold Key to Legisla Alleged Frauds in Prohibition Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio Final
Hearing of Case Has Been
tion of Last Few Days
ita lto Take Par in DiploElection May Be Fully
Reap Big Harvest from
Set for August 1 0 Before
matic Game.
of Session.
That SourceInvestigated.
Judge McFie.

.

"

OWEN

.

HAD

AFTER BIG CONVENTION.

1

AVERTED

;

"

;

THUS

-

For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: John Joerns, clerk of
the fourth ludicial , district, clerk's.
insurfees, $200.15; Jacob Chaves,
ance commissioner, $525; Game and
Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable, $5. "
Land Entries.
The following were the land entries
at the Santa Fe land office Saturday:
Daniel Garcia, Placltas; William G. BETHLEHEM STEEL STOCK
MAKES SUBSTANTIAL GAIN,
Kobold, Mcintosh; Edward Camp,
Tusas; Marcos Cedillo, Anton Chico;
W. W. Harris, MtountainaAr; Jacob Rise of American Securities on London Market Had 'Tonic Effect
G. de Cordovan, Aztec.
on Wall Street.
New Companies.
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Articles of incorporation were filed (Bv
New York, July 31. The stock
In the territorial secretary's office by market
displayed a strong undertone
the Las Lunas Company the objects
during the morning with the Bethleof which are general farming and hem
steel stocks making substantial
fruit raising. The company is capion rumors of an early resumpgains
500
of
at
$50,000 consisting
talized
tion of dividends.
Sheland
Llndsey
shares at $100 each
Reports of increased activity in the
by is named as the statutory agent steel industry and the rise in Ameri
with office at Roswell, Chaves county. can Securities in London had a tonic
The stockholders are W. L. Shelby, effect on the' whole market
Roswell, 1 share; J. P. Shelby, RosBonds were irregular with the
well, 1 share, and Llndsey Shelby, 48 American Tobacco issues heavy.
shares.
Electric was sold
Westinghouse
Articles of Incorporation were also rather
freely and lost over a point on
filed by Adolphe Didler Company at
selling inspired by disappointment
Belen, naming Adolphe Didler as stat- over the outcome of the contest for
utory agent. It will conduct a gen- control. The market otherwise was
eral liquor business and the company
some large purchases of U. S
is capitalized at $40,000 with $2,000 higher,
Steel sending it up to 79
are
Adolphe
shareholders
The
in.
paid
Didler, 1,500 shares; Ernest Didler,
100 shares, and Elijah W. Hill of
400 shares, each at $1.
ALASKA DELEGATE
Postmaster Commissioned.
Jesse A. Adamson has been commissioned a postmaster at North Dei
--

13

-

Special Train Is Taking Three Women
to Safety From Camp to
United States.

(Br

Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
City, July 31. Striktnc

Mexico

miners at El Oro. are reported rint.
ing today actuated by an
spirit aroused by a manifesto demanding that foreigners leave the town.
A special train
is
three
Insurrectos, were discharged today by American women fromcarrying
the place. The
order of Ernesto Madero, in a'te.-grafederal government has been asked to
scene.
from Mexico City, and former send troops
federal employes, whose pieces they
had taken, Were reinstated effective
tomorrow.
The action has caused X TWO BREAK JAIL
AT CLAYTON.
much dissatisfaction among the 'for X
Walter Hood and C. W. La- - X
mer insurrecto soldiers, who threaten X
X nler broke jail at Clayton. X
trouble when the federals are p; !n.
X Union county, using a saw and
X file to break out of their cells X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X and cutting a hole In the roof
X GIRL KILLED
X X of the jail through which thev
BY PLAYMATES.
X X escaped.
The Jail break was X
X
Three year old Inez Esqulbel X X not discovered until the fol- X daughter of Juan Esqulbel of X X. lowing
morning and although
X Pintada,
Guadalupe
county, ,, X posses scoured the country, the
died of Injuries by playmates X X men made good their
get away. X
X who ' had swung her around X X Lanier had been station
X rapidly by the arms in playing X X , Of the Colorado
and Southern
X "crack the whip."
The tot X X .at Des Moines and was arrest- X sustained internal injuries that X X ed for embezzlement.
c
Hnni f
X caused death.
X X accused of cattle steaHnr
xxxxsxss-xxxxxxs(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
El Paso, Texas, July 31. Forty employes of the Juarez custom house who
were appointed from the ranks of fae

anti-foreig- n

to-th-

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

;

"

xxxxxxxxxr;x,xxxxx
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inches in a few hours. Outbuildings,
orchards and crops were swept away.
Jose Leon Padilla had eight hundred
TONIC IN ACTION
QUICK IN RESULTS goats drowned which had been stamGive prompt relief from BACKACHE, peded by a stroke of lightning. Jose
Salazar lost 40 head of cattle. The
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE, loss
runs into the thousands of

Foley Kidney Pills

The Little Store
BREAD

DENVER

'The Best

RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
A positive boon to
IRREGULARITIES.

MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY

IT

Southern

GIVE

WE

GROCERY

REGISTER

Telephone No. 40.

Santa Fe.

Corner Plaza.

CASH

ALL

WITH

TICKETS

AND PAIN

Regino Varela, Severio Gabaldon

wide prohibition.

Cured by Lydia

THE COMPANY I KEEP.
(By Zitella Cocie.)
Be mine a palace or a cot.

TRY IT

EH

MATION

and Carlos Guerra were arrested at
EI Paso for offering to sell their votes
on the day that Texas voted on state-

PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
For sale by all druggists.

Know In Every Loaf"

I

INFLAM-

Tried to Sell Their Votes.
Soltino Gcnzales. Florentino Cordo- -

'va,

PURCHASES.

MONDAY, JULY 31, 1911.

M.

E Pinkbam's

Herder killed By Lightning.
Patrocino Lopez, a sheepherder Vegetable Compound.
near Flagstaff, Arizona, was struck
Of Fate I make no foe,
Iowa. " I was troubled for
by lightning on Saturday while sitting a Creston,
time with inflammation, pains
But with a spirit calm accept
long
under a tree and killed. Three bur
in my side, sice
Her gifts of weal or woe.
ros with him were also killed.
headaches and nerdecree
of
her
the
power
Beyond
vousness. I had taI
in
fee.
Treasures imnvune hold
ken so many mediScarlet Fever at Nogal.
And let her do ner worst despite,
cines that I was
A number of cases of scarlet fever
Shall I repine or weep,
discouraged and
and chickenpox are reported at Nothought I would
While ministers of joy await
gal, Lincoln county.
never get well A
In company I keepT
friend told me of
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Held to Grand Jury.
ComA glorious train this company
Vegetable
William Mangum was held in $500
Of ancient, royal right,
pound and it reto the grand jury for San Juan counstored me to health.
Immortal thro' the centuries
ty on the charge of horse stealing.
I have no more
Of time's resistless flight.
and I can
areT strongerTHnl-lonmy nerves
pain,
A
.
U
Yet on the humblest will attend
,.Ai V
H m Drunk.
Drinks
Ten
Made
or
A guest, a counselor,
friend,
Compound cured me after '
Jose Sanchez, after taking the tenth Vegetable
oVervt,hiT.r filse had failed, and I rec
And oft with sumptuous banqueting,
in a saloon at Albuauern
drink
And sparkling, flowing cup,
no longer able to stand and was taken Mrs. Wm. Seals, 605 W.Howard St.,
Where in a hut, or on a throne,
to the jusgado. He is now serving Creston, Iowa.
The host and guest shall sup.
five days in jail and on the streets.' Thousands of unsolicited and genu--!
's

GOOD EATING!
Imported

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

Six Bis: Loaves for 25c.

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Phone, 191 Black.

j

-

Don't forget our bread

These lines are like home to us.

in.
What feasts of reason and of soul,
is therefore a guest of the city which the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's
wide
world's store,
Drawn from tnis
What drafts of joy, what balm of peace water
From weus oj nature s lore:
,o
h.
dreams and City red, did not get very far when
What wondrous
these facts or doubt the abiUty of Lydia
visions shine
John Barleycorn had the best of it e. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to
As make full many an hour and
to
were
restore
the bastile
their health,
dragged
they
divine,
j
by the police.
If you want special advice write
And sweet replies of thought to
to Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass.
thought
IRRIGATION WORKS with- as
She will treat your
Breathe forth such melouy
STOOD HEAVY FLOOD, strictly confidential. For 20 years
I cannot hear the world's discord
she bas been Helping: sick women
S0,
In this high company!
Almost Four Inches of Rain Fell at
15

bestand Sardines,

Oil-the- very

rrj-Ann- a

...

ran it?.

itjmnii

HERE IS THE GASOLINE ENGINE
FARMER

NEEDS.

MECHANIC

AND

Simplest and most complete engine ever constructed. It is just the engine to run lathes,
circular saws, drills and all small machines in
the workshop, and will saw wood, run the spraying, sewing, washing and all small machines
around the home and farm.
PARTICULARS

FOR FURTHER

CALL

OR WRITE

ON

Phone

,,

VllCR

t.hfi atlOVft

DrOVfi

DMseseurtttrhft

14.

&

NEW MEXICO
Black.

19

J

rarden

It

Phone 14

OUTING

SUMMER

HATS

New aud Full Assortment of Unique San
Latest in Hand Color- -

Juan Potter)
Artistic

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Ball
Ginger
Special High

ll

.

AT

RETAIL

FE MINERAL WATER

Wood

oal

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
All kinds of flowers,

Have

Why Import Mineral Water?

Ros-we-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
ALFaLFA SEED.

Iti Hardware We

MEXICAN

THE

WHOLESALE

If

FOR THAT

letter
fe?fonce. Dn

hesitate

Hardware

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

IN A WASH TUB THAN
OTTEN LINES AND HOOKS THAT
FISH GETS ON.
AND SPRINGY POLES AND PROPND YOU'LL NOT LOSE YOUR TEM
ETS ON; YOU WILL LAND HIM.

bard and prophet, sage and seer,
old Tansill block in quarters that
inf Post Cards.
Framing.
Of every land and age,
seemed
tn
vears
fnr
adennata
rnmp.
Ye have bequeathed to all mankind
Carlsbad, X. M., July 31. The
a few montns the busineBS had out"
A goodly heritage.
Curio Company
heavv rains and the floods in the Pe-.lIn the
And he may take his tithe who cos river and tributaries have kept grown the accommodations.
San Francisco Street.
will,
people guessing as to what might spring when the saloons were to
And to the brims his coffers fill happen the last few days, the precipi-- ' close the Bank saloon building was
With golden goods, and day by day.
tation last Monday being 3.75 inches. bought and has now been remodeled.
A wealth of harvest reap,
Slight washouts in several places of This gives the company nearly twice
Who with an earnest, honest heart
the railroad added to the anxiety, as the amount of space over the old lo- Your company shall keep.
for about two days communication cation, and at the same time is about
with the outside world was cut off. the most desirable location in the
Repairs were quickly made, however, town. The first year's business of
and train service is again regular. the company was very satisfactory to
THE STATE
The rains were very heavy, especially the stockholders.
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
in the foothills to the west and Hack- on
more
If
came
down
want
Draw
earth
you
try
canyon
anything
berry
Arrested for Larceny.
than bank full and spread over quite a New Mexican Want Ad.
at
was
Goss
Anna
arrested
Mrs.
a district below town and extended
All
of
on the charge of larceny pre- into the lower end of town. One railS
PILLS
ferred by Mrs. John- Adams.
Ale
road bridge was slightly damaged, de- CHICHESTER
BRAND.
A
Lad ten I Ask your Itruultit for
bris lodging against the piling and
lMamond TlrandXA
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
Postoffice Struck by Lightning.
I'll l in livA and Gold metal l;cV7
twisting one end out of line. The
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Take no other !( of your V
Lightning struck the postoffice at spillways over the main canal were!
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
UruefrlHt. A&kforClll.CltX&.TER3
1IAM.NI II KAN II PIU.H. for r.
Knowles, Eddy county, and the struc- inadequate and a short distance of
as
Best, Safest. Always Reliable
years known
CO
ture was destroyed. All the furniture the canal banks were taken out. Some
SANTA
som by mmm fvryvm?fr
and equipment were burned.
damage was done to crops, mostly
hay that had been cut. The Pecos
river also went on a tear. McMillan
Policeman Fined.
Policeman Daniel Kirkpatrick was reservoir near Lakewood stood the WOOD'YS HACK LINE
WHOLESALE
fined $5 and costs at Roswell for mak- flood well, though reports were at
AND RETAIL
Prom
ing a fist play. He was formerly one time circulated that the dam had
chief of the Roswell fire department. been taken out. At the Avalon diverBARRANCA TO TAOS
RATON
sion reservoir of the Carlsbad project
to
YANKEE
act
failed
the
Meet
Both
North
emergency
South
spillgates
Dropped by a Burglar.
CERR1LL08
A burglar in his night at Santa promptly, but the big spillways on
Bounds Trains.
Rosa dropped a pair of new shoes, a the west side took care of the flood
The only damage at Avalon
Leayes Barranca on the amral ot
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
pair of pants, a hatchet and a carton easily.
one
in
cf the spillways and the the north bound trai and arrives at
is
store.
of tea he had stolen from a
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
engineer in charge reports that this Taos at 7 p. m.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
neat
Is
not
serious.
The
dam
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
power
Ten miles shorter than any otaer
Near A. T. 8.F.
Two New Indian Schools.
epot.
watched closely and no way. Good covered hack and food
85
In the office of District Clerk W. D town was
Telephone
Telephone 85
was done. At the new bridge teams.
Newcomb at Socorro, petitions were damage
below the dam the river began to cut
filed by the government for the con into the
dcata Mtk
Thin;Coraforttl.
approaches, but the road ov- Evtiy mmxLgax
demnation of land at Mesita and erseer had
force of men on the
a
Acoma, Valencia county, for the pround and stopped the cutting readiTrip
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
erection of day schools for the Pueblo
ly. At the lower power dam the water
Indians.
spread over the flat north of the dam
and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and cut a new channel, and also damW. H. KERR
Crushed.
FOR SALE Improved
Had His Hand
the head works of a small irriAlso a number of the finest Fruit and
aged
andRancles;
AGENT
HUBBS
LAUNDRY.
Jose Apodaca, while on railroad con- gation plant. It is one of the most
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
struction work on the Santa Fe, west serious floods in the history of the Phone UB,,we will be glad to call for
of Albuquerque, had his hand crushed country and it has shown the stability yeur laundry on Mondays and Tuesand one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
in placing a rail. He was taken to the of the Irrigation works. The repairs days and deliver on Thursdays and
of the irrigation system will be made Fridays.
hospital, at Albuquerque.
Modern Residences for Rent.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
in the next few days, so that the waare
mended
and
buttons
en
Refused to Sign Petition.
sewed
ter users will not be inconvenienced,
103 '
Judge Frank W. Parker has refused no water being needed after the heavy your shirts without extra charge.
a
to sign a petition for the parole of
rains.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Palace Ave.
Madrid and Alma Lyons, who
A Bitter Feud.
a
had
B.
are inmates of the territorial penitenWalker
J. F. Hart and
L,
tiary serving a life sentence for mur- preliminary examination in Judge
Walker's court yesterday. Hart was
der.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
given a hearing and bound over to the
over
bound
was
Walker
Hundred Dollars Buys Husband.
grand jury.
La Salle Restaurant
without a hearing. The men engaged
Domin-icVere Cherry had
arrested at Philadelphia because in a gun fight some time ago, when
CHAS. GANN, Prop.'
he had failed to return $100 she had Walker was seriously wounded. He
Telephone 11.
now
and
both
is
recovered
parties
him.
He did not have the
loaned
with
fwo
Doors
court
were
into
Below F. Andrews Store.
brought
charged
money to pay her and as a compromise
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
which she suggested, he married her pssault with intent to kill. The feud Regular Meals 25 Cents
is of long standing and is so bitter
and was released.
Short Order at all Hours
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.
that it will end fatally some day if
BOARD
BY THE WEEK $5X0
the men remain neighbors.
Martinez Sentenced to Hang.
When hi Need ef Anyl'ilng
Profitable Business.
fanca Noodle Order 20c. a dish
Leon Martinez, who a week ago
The grocery department of the PeoNew York Chop Suey Mc.
intseLivtKY Line.
killed Miss Emma Brown in Reaves
Mercantile Company is now loDrivers Furnished.
county, Texas, not far from the New ple's
cated in new quarters on the corner
Mexico boundary, was found guilty of
cf Canyon and Fox streets. When the
murder in the first degree at Pecos
company was organized a year ago the
and sentenced to hang. The boy, who grocery
Don Caspar Ave.
department was opened in the
is only 16 years old, made a written
confession of such a vile nature that
ReHeveYcATA
the court asked toe women in the
For Best Laundry Work
court room to leave before it was
!
read.
;
BLADDER
For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers

f

AGENT,

FRANK F. GORMLEY,
436 Canon Road

,,,,

Iiooirllir and InA tPST lTYinillfl.lS

O FISHING

Santa Fe Trail

ICbiiD
EVERY

.l.n wind

Carlsbad in Course of a Few
Hours Last Week.

O

I

IT IS LOTS BETTER TO G
TO GO RIGGED OUT WITH R
WILL SNAP WHEN THE BIG
BUY OUR STRONG LINES
ERLY TEMPERED HOOKS, A
PER WHEN THE BIG FISH G
TACKLE OUR TACKLE.

& field seeds in bulk and package

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Screened

Lump

Fu

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

Phone Black

45

(

t
I

PIAN05

PIAN05
Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Learnard-Llndeman-

Co.

n

Schiller.

'Victor
Jesse-Frenc-

Milton and the World Famous Ceclllan
Interior Player Pianos, and many
other makes,
,
This firm has purchased over six
car loads of pianos during the past

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers In New Mexico
and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective plane
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema-n
Co. will meet every customer
more than half way in making
purchase of a piano a simple nd satisfactory business transaction, not ont
of doubt and uncertainty.

NDEMANN CO.
:: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established

LEARNARD-L- 1
The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

WITH SANTA FE TRAIL

FE OFFICE

FARE

$5.00

F. M. JONES.

Val-entin-

LIVERY STABLE

k

'

1900

CURIO CO.

L

R.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD

Lumber and all kinds
of boilding material

Lump, nut and

mine run coal

Imperial Laundry

'Phone

9

,

CHAS. CLOSON

I

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
1?
2'

"

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

i

8econd Bridge Swept Away.
During the flood in the Rio Bonito.
near Lincoln, Lincoln county, last
week, the new county bridge was
swept away, being the second bridge
at the point to be destroyed before it
was used. The precipitation was four

;

t

SKI

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

324 H OURS

RETURNS THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY

J

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, led No. 2

i

Mountain Hearth Resort, 22 mile fro m Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fa,
f
miles from depot
one and
Tent bungalows, In Fine Forest, wl th ererr accommodation, furnished tei
i
housekeeping and ready for otcupancy.
one-tial-

RANCH,
yVILLIAMSON
H
Qlorleta, N.

M

ft

.1

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone

?

WITH US

?

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.

213
.

Your
-

We offer you only the HIGHEST CLASS OF QOODS whether it be seriously
needed DRUGS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
The quality we uphold. We use
the most careful methods In catering: to' your pleasure to make every deal a satlsfao
tery one. ANY DRUG OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERE IS RIGHT, j : : : :

IF YOU

ARE ;NOT

A

CUSTOMER

HERE, YOU

SHOULD

Zook's Pharmacy

Pho ne
213

BE.

1

4,
.1v
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MONDAY,

ANSWERS

TIMETABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS Santa Fe

THE CALL.

Ipni

Have Found That
This Is True.
A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench,
A little cause may hurt the kidneys.
Spells of backache often follow.'
Leave
Or some irregularity of the urine.
west8.10 a. m. connect with No
A splendid remedy for such attacks,
bound. No. 10 eastbound.
A medicine that haa cured thouReturning arrive U Bant Fe 12:10 sands.
p. TO.
Is Doan's Kidney Pills, a true kid4 p. mp connect with No. l,
ney remedy.
Many Santa Fe people rely on it.
Here is Santa Fe proof.
Returning arrive at Santa Fa, 6:30
People

The following are tee time tablet
of the local railroads:
"A. T. A 8. F. Ry."

weat-boun-

p. m.
7- - 20 n
ra
9 westbound;

Albino

College

Foster-MIlbur-

9633-759-

n

2

MfiTnr 10

ouLumno Dnnvc
ARE

HOI

IHUIUIld

AGAIN

GROWTH

Faces Tanned an Olive Drab
They Look a Mighty
"Husky Bunch"
-

CASUALTIES

ALL THEDESERTS

EN

ROUTE

March from Station to Armory
While Hundreds Yell
Welcome.

Value of Product
Last Year
More Than a Million Dollars
Michigan Quarter of Total.

July

The sand-limbrick industry was
Transcontinental Party Says in a prosperous condition during the
year 1910, according to statistics comTrip from Ocean to Ocean piled by Jefferson Middleton, of the
United
States Geological survey.
Is
These statistics also show a rapid de
velopment of the industry in recent
GATHERING MTU FPU HOISTS years. The value of the production
in 1910 was $1,169,133, against $1,130.-58in 1909 and only $135,040 in 1903.
Curious Tape Device Will An Michigan led in 1910. as for several
years, and reported products valued
nounce Town, Hotel and
at $240,649; this was a gain of $22,- Gasoline Depot- 423, or 10.28 per cent over 1909. Michi
gan's output constituted about
of the total value of all sand-limCrossing the continent from Sau
in 1910. Minnesota, the sec
pioducts
Francisco to New York to secure in
in rank, producing $154,250 worth
formation for making an ingenious ond
was the state to show the largest in
automatic tape map or indicator to
over 1909 $41,181 of 36.42 pet
tell autoists the name of the city, crease
cent.
York was third" in output.
New
they are approaching and give other Florida fourth, and Pennsylvania fifth
valuable information without resort- Of
the Btates for which totals are com
handbook,
ing to a Baedeker
Hugh
piled
by Mr. Middleton Indiana show
and
Rumble
H.
in
W.
were
Annis
ed the largest proportional gain, 93.70
Santa Fe yesteerday morning and
per cent. Of these states only two
talked interestingly of their trip.
phowed a decrease in value of the pro
They are crossing the country in a duct, Iowa, $16,941 or 33.14 per cent;
Palmer-Singe- r
four cylinder thirty, and New York
$1,252, or 1.39 per cent.
with Fisk Bolton tires and removable
Sand-LimBricks.
of
Efficiency
rims. They have been on the road so
The process of making sand-limfar 33 days and they look it.
When seen at the Montezuma hotel brick was invented in Germany,
Mr. Annis, v.ho is the head of the lit- where it probably has had Its greatest
made
Observations
tle party of two without counting the development.
there seem to prove that sand-limmotor said.
brick is a building material which will
"This trip is taken at behest of the resist
soot. Three years ago
Transcontinental Road Map Com- an innshining
was built in Greifenhagen, in
ev
which
pany
publishes maps for
brick was used for
which sand-lim- e
ery state in the Union and which will everything but the lining of the chimsupply this tape arrangement to auflues, which were built of comtos. On the tape will appear the ney
mon brick because at that time the
name of the city one approaches, the
brick was
whether sand-lim- e
best hotel for auto tourists, the gaso- question resistant to fire had not been
equally
line supply point, the garage and the settled. In
spite of the fact that ligspeed limit. Of course If a detour is nite briquets were burned, shining
made, the autoists will press a lever soot was found in the flues in a short
so as not to interfere with the worktime, and the flue bricks were pering of the tape. Mr. Annis will go to meated as high as the rafters of ' the
New York, make his'report and then
ground floor. When the flues were1
return checking up the observations pulled
down it was found, however,!
he has made. After the map is com that the sand-lim- e
brick were entire
will
cars
of
a
nine
go
party
pleted,
unharmed and white in color, in
ly
over the route thus mapped out clear
vpite of the fact that the brick walls
to the Pacific coast."
inches thick. If
were only about 4
Mr. Annis said that transcontinen- this experience is repeated elsewhere,
tal journeys will become more and it is stated, the fact wiiT be establish
more popular now that a route is be ed that sand-limbrick Is the beat
ing mapped out and that these tours building material to withstand shin
of course will do a great deal of ing soot.
good to the entire country bringing
A copy of Mr. Middleton's report
people of different states into closer may be obtained on application to the
touch with one another.
Director of the Geological Survey,
From here Mr. Annis and Mr. Rum- Washington, D. C.
and will
to

Safe

Their faces tanned an olive drab
from sun and exposure, their eyes
twinkling with delight at the vision
of the Plaza where fancy had taken
them many a time in the past fortnight and marching with the precision
of heroes or real not sham battles,
the First Regiment Band and Companies E and F, First Regiment New
Mexico National Guard made a triumphant entry into Santa Fe at 7 o'clock
last evening.
It was truly triumphant for not a

man was sick; both companies had
acquitted themselves with credit at
the encampment at Camp Mills and
officers and men in the ranks did
splendid work at target practice, holding up Santa Fe's reputation for

e

e

e

'

St.

Sp'gs,

Pueblo,

STOP-OVE-

j

jL

BRICK INDUSTRY.

one-fift- h

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

IRA

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior,
Was U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

SAND-LIM- E

0

THE VAUGHAN RANCH

Boston,

OF
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CONQUER

great marksmen.
And then if it was a source of pride
lo send over to the encampment just
twice as many men as any other city
In the vast territory of New Mexico,
it was a triumph to bring back all of
them in heavy marching order for is
N. M.
If you want anything on earth try not a victory twice itself when the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
victor returns home with full numa Want ad In the New Mexicaft
Register.
bers?
Santa Fe turneed out to welcome
the boys in khaki and while the band
played a military .air as the troops
passed around the plaza the friends
of the soldiers, tried and true, shouts
ed them welcome.
(Old Sparks Ranch)
There were many well known
though tanned faces which were at
Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
once recognized and elicited much atBest of Beds
Best of Food
tention. There was A. T. Koch, or
"Gus" who at last had found "a
Cold Pure Spring Water
chance to be a hero"; Julius Loomis,
Week
a
$15
. No Invalids
too, who as a petty officer, distinguished himself on the field of batPecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Qhost, Willow and Bear Creeks
tle; Chalmers McConnell who had
Write Pecos
done good service in distributing the
Telegraph Glorieta
food that made brawn at the commissary department; Max Krause who
introduced new fashions in camp,
such as cots, fancy pillows and cream ble went
go
Las Vegas
filled cakes; they were all "dabei" to Trinidad and then to Kansas City.
desas the German officers say, and
Our Roads Better.
pite 25 mile hikes and lying in the Speaking of his trip Mr. Annis said
trenches in rain soaked clothes, the he had found the New Mexico roads
boys were able to smile and show a little better than those of eastern
SANTA FE, N. M., TO
they had been dead game sports to Arizona and that there are no diffthe last day. For it took that well icult stretches of read work. Excep- - - $64.95 known quality for some of the men tional weather conditions however,
Buffalo,"WU.W
JO,
to go through the encampment con- have been found, as might be expectthat they never Intended to ed.
21.10 sidering
No Fear of Deserts.
Denver, - go to such maneuvers and declare
Louis, - - 44.35
that when they enlisted they expected
Mr. Annis said that he located wato escape the ordeal which would in- ter wells on the Chucawalla desert,
18.15 terfere
Colorado
76.35
with their business as well as the Mojave desert and the Colorado
New
their "personal comfort." But hard- desert and that the farthest disover are easily forgotten and. tance between water supplies was
16.35 ships
- - - 75.95
perhaps these even will find that the only 22 miles. "One need no longer
outing did them good.
fear the terrors of desert travel," he
of added, "for you can drive across the
search
in
And
the
for
others,
TO MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN
they found it. They say worst of it in 24 hours."
LOW RATES THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO adventure,
they had an outing at the government's expense and come home with VICE PRESIDENT HODGES
PRIVILEGES.
LIBERAL LIMITS AND
INTERVIEWED WHILE BATHING.
a power of endurance that shall rob
for
fees
of
their
expected
physicians
For further particulars, ' see any Santa Fe Agent.
Was on Inspection Trip Over Santa
the next twelve months.
Go to Armory.
Barbara Grant Not Here for
M
N.
SANTA
.
:
FE,
S.
H.
LUTZ, Agent,
His Health.
The boys .broke camp Sunday after
Vice President W. E. Hodges of the
noon, went to Las Vegas, took a
special train and were whirled to Santa Fe system was interviewed
LaAy where once again they began Saturday afternoon by the New Mexito breathe Santa Fe county air. can while he was taking a bath on his
Thence they were sent to the Ancient private car. The colored porter carCity on that delectable train with the ried in the following note to the ice
Morris chairs. They marched from president:
"Dear Mr Hodges The Santa Fe
the depot to the armory, carrying
tneir boaconstrictor blanket rolls New Mexican wishes to know If there
around their well expanded chests is any deal on for the Santa Fe to
Successor to B. P. Williams
and their dining outfit in a haversack purchase the St. Louis, Rocky Mounattached to their catridge belt. They tain and Pacific railway in view of
carried too their trusted weapons of the visits of Mr. Ripley, Mr. Mora-wet- z
and YOURSELF over the Colfax
war with- a firm grip and if their feet
were blistered with the long hikes coal regions?
"THE NEW MEXICAN."
and rough military socks and shoes,
After a few minutes during which
they did not show it. They marched
with the haughty tread of soldiers Mr. Hodges discontinued his ablutions
I have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
and soldiers they are when Uncle to scribble a reply in pencil, the porter brought the newspaperman back
Sam issues the call to arms.
nwnerf hv R. P. Williams and will continue to oserate it as a FIRST
At the armory the men unrolled the following answer, written on the
all
or
of
times
will
be
a.t
we
CLASS LIVERY where
night
day
reidy
their blanket packs, had them Inspect same slip of paper:
ed and carrying, arms at "port" they
"Sorry I cannot give you a
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you miy want. I will
to a final call of "open "STORY" on the above, but there is
responded
endavorto give prompt and efficient service a i J trust to merit
chambers, close chambers, dismissed. 'nothing in it.' So far as I am con
Then there was such a yell that cerned I have only been going over
"
:
v
our patronage.
.
reminded one of war, and the men our tie supply on the Santa Barbara
hurried up stairs pell mell to their grant. I regret I cannot see you.
"W. E. H."
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO STi
lockers, where they left their maneu
ver clothes and once more got into At all events It is a consolation to
know that Vice President Hodges has
Santa Pa, N. M civilian dress.
Red ,
Phone
IB
It seemed funny to put on those not been up in the Taos country for
creased trousers after the khaki his health as were President Klpley
knickerbockers and that soft shirt and Legal Light Victor Morawetz, for
felt good on the shoulders after the when, in search of health Mr. Hodges
rough army article. And shoes, what will select Santa Fe.
The vice president steamed away
a joy to put off the old and put on
New Mexico
at 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon for
the new!
The officers too were glad to get the south.
home
and their relatives were glad
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
to see them for be it known officers
An Ideal Summer's Day Yesterday
of
Point
the
Southwest"
West
The
have some endurance teste to go was a perfect summer's day, with rel
DeStates
United
War
Ranted by
through at camp as have the privates. atlve humidity of only 20 per cent at
Institupartment a "Distinguished
It is no Joking matter and the maneu six o'clock, a maximum temperature
tion." Army officers detailed by War
vers and try outs approach those call- of 80 as against 75 on Saturday, and
Department
ed "regular" as much as Brigadier a minimum of 54 degrees during the
Through Academic course, preparGeneral Brookes, himself a West night as against 52 the night before,
ing young men tor college of business
f ;
There has been no precipitation now
Pointer, can make them.
life. Great amount of open air work.
The Band Pleased.
for two days although in the distance,
Healthiest location of any Military
Musicians in the band were evi theunderstorms were seen in the
School in the Union. Located In the
dently pleased at the cordial recep- mountains. Sundey's temperature was
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
tion given them in Las Vegas and at the lowest thus far recorded this
of the West at an elevation of 3700
camp and while they did not have to month. Fair weather is predicted for
do the 'battles and hill climbing of today and tomorrow.
feet above sea level, sunshine every
the soldiers, they had planty of work,
Jayr but little rain or snow during the
season.
too, playing and marching as they King, Lieutenant Wiley and Second
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
played. Company E, too, was visibly lieutenant Safford had reason to be
K graduates from standard eastern
pleased at the kind things said about pleased that their men, many of them
their splendid turn out and Captain professional men innocent of life's
colleges.- - Ten buildings, throughly
Pacheco, Lieutenant George W." Ar hardship, stood the ordeal as well as
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
'
m mil respects.
vi'.v.is
mijo and Second Lieutenant Baca they did.
made no attempts to conceal their
And now that 120 more men are In
REGBNTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
x W. G. HAMILTON, - Vice Pres.
pleasure at the "hit" they made over Santa Fe, it is a safe thing to say
at Camp Mills.
that social life will be brighter and
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
And Company F felt chesty over there can be no doubt but ' the solW .M. ATKINSON, Secretary.
wltb
the splendid enrollment at the guard diers will trip the ligbt fantastic
' and W. A. FIN LEY.
house each night this company was even greater pleasure, ' than they
for particulars and 4illustrated
on guard and some say that Com- waltzed to Hot Springs' and over
address:
F had an unusually large' share battlefields to the music of bang-l-t- f
OOL. JA6. W. WILLSON,
- pany
of guard duty. Captain, Norman L. bang bang!

York,

FE, N. M.

e

Santa NO

St,
eocect with No. 7 and Fe, N. M.,Ortega,
says: "For several years
8
eaetbound
No. 4 and
I had trouble from my back and kidReturning arriv at San Fe 11:1V neys. It was hard for me to work,
p. m.
owing to pains in my loins and any
D. 4 R. Q. Ry.
movement
sudden
aggravated my
Leaves 10:15 a, m. for north.
trouble. My rest was. disturbed by a
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
too frequent desire, to void the kidNew Mexico Central Ry.
ney secretions and the passages were
Leave 5:45 p. m., conlects with No. scanty and painful. Public state2 fast and 1 south and west
ments given by local people who had
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections used Doan's Kidney Pills with benefit,
from No. 3 east.
induced me to try them. I found relief at once and after I had used the
Notice for Publication.
contents of one box, my back was free
Department of the Interior,
from pain. My kidneys are now norU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. mal and I feel better In every day."
July 10. 1911.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Notice Is hereby given that Pedro cents.
Co., Buffalo,
Gurule, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July New York, sole agents for the United
10, 1906, made homestead entry, No. States.
for lots 1 and 2, end S
Remember the name Doan's and
NE
section 2, township 15 N, take no other.
range 10 E, N. M. .'. meridian, has
been filed notice of Intention to make Booze Made Him Change His Mind.
Mrs. Florence NeUon. a
final five year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before bride, has brought suit for divorce at
Register or Receiver, TJ. S. Land Office Denver because her husband came
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th day of home Intoxicated a week after their
August, 1911.
wedding and whenever he was intoxiClaimant names as witness: Nico- cated he would tell his wife that he
las Gutierrez, Bias Garcia, Guadalupe was sorry that he had not married a
'
Maes, Juan Garcia, all of Canonclto, girl named "Winnie."

mrnn nniur

A"EW MEXICAN', SANTA

-
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e

2

e

Institute
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;

:
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.

;

,

4

2

1911.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro Rivera, Jose Romero, both

July

29,1911.

Notice is hereby given that Romaldo
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, 1900, made homestead entry, No.
for lot 3, and SE
SW
NW
section 25,
Sec. 24, and E
township 15 N, range Jl E., N'. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before the register or receiver, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
14th day of September, 1911.
9733-0765-

five-yea-

FOR SALE Seven room house
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.
WANTED A position to do housework by an American girl, fifteen
years. Address A. B. C. New Mexican.
FOR SALE

of Pecos, N. M., Enriquez Romero, of
Glorieta, N. M and Candido Rivera,
cf Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Notice for Publication.
Not coal land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
Bath, range, light, O. C. Wat.
son & Co.

tage.

One 12 H. P. boiler

and engine $30.00, and one 40 H. P.
engine $75.00, all in running order.
Must be sold at once. Inquire P.
Hesch, Sr., Planing Mill.
WANTED Men and Toys In Los
Small pay but. can learn
Angeles.
cf automobiles,
trade
electricity,
plumbing, bricklaying on actual contract jobs. 300 students last year.
Catalogue free. Urited Trade School
Contracting Co , Los Angeles.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Ribbons and supplatens furnished.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewritea guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 231.

Right in your busiest season when
you have the least time to spare you
Claimant names as witnesses: Can- are most likely to take diarrhoea and
dido Rivera of Santa Fe, N. M.; Pedro lose several days time, unless
you
Rivera, of Pecos, N. M.; Enriquez Riv- have Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
era of Glorieta, N. M.; Bioente Lucero Diarrhoea Remedy at hand and take a
of Pecos, N. M.
dose on the first appearance of the
MANUEL R. OTERO.
disease. For sale by all dealers.

Register.
Notice for Publication.
Not coal land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 29, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Seferlno
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who on July
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
SE
for lot 3, SE
W
SE
of section 23, townsnip 15
N, range 11 E, N. M. P. meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
r
proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before register or receiver, U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on tne 14th day of
2

4

five-yea-

The New Mexican rrrotan
pan? haa prepared clvtl and crlmlaa!
dockets especially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, la
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, nail full
Index in front and the fees of Justice
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the urst page. The pages
are 10
inchea. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets.

separate of 3. pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound In one
book, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses: Don- - offered at the following prices
12.75
aciano Gonzales, Jose L. Martinez, Do Civil or Criminal
Combined Civil and CrlaUi.-- J . . 4.09
mingo Martinez, Juan Jose Martinez,
For 45 cents alIaonal for a single
all of Pecos, N. M.
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
MANUED R. OTERO,
combination docket, they will be sent
Register. by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order. State
THE TEAMS.
Notice for Publication.
plainly whether English or Spanish
Not coal land.
printed beading la wanted.
League.
of
the
Interior,
Won. Lost. Pet Department
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Honest Medicines Versus Fakes
.C25
55 33
July 29, 1911
President Taft's recent message sug.609
36
56
Notice is hereby given that Jesus gesting an amendment to the Pure
.604
36
55
.593 Lopez of Pecos, N. M., who, on July Food and Drugs law in its relation to
37
54
52
.565 30, 1906, made homestead entry, No. Prepared Medicines, does not refer to
40
for the NE
of Section such standard medicines as Foley's
.418
53
38
.485 25, township 15 N, range 11 E, N. M. P. Honey and Tar Coumpound and Foley
57
34
.217 meridian, has filed notice of intention Kidney Pills both of which are true
72
20
r
to make final
proof, to es- medicines carefully compounded of inclaim to the land above de- gredients whose medicinal
tablish
League.
qualities
Won. Lost. Pet scribed, before register or receiver, U. are recognized by the medical profesS.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on sion Itself ea tie best known remedial
32
.656
61
.652 the 14th day of September, 1911.
32
60
agents for the diseases they are inClaimant names as witnesses: Ja- tended to counteract For over three
.522
43
47
.516 cinto Ortiz of Rowe, N. M.; Jose L. decades Foley's Honey and Tar Com45
48
Lucero, bota of pound has been a standard remedy for
.511 Martinez, Bicente
46
48
l,
coughs, colds and affections of the
.....48 49 .945 Pecos, N. M.; and Juan Gonzales
of Glorieta, N. M.
.293
65
27
throat, chest and lungs for children
MANUEL B. OTERO,
and for grown persons, and it retains
Register. today its
above all other
League.
Won. Lost. Pet
preparations of its kind. Foley Kidney
If
want
on
you
earth try Pills are equally effective and meritor34
.646
anything
62
ious. For sale by all druggists.
.593 a New Mexican Want Art.
39
57

BASEBALL
STANDING OF
National
Chicago

Pniladelphia
New York

Pittsburg
St. Louis
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
Boston ...

4

...

:

five-yea-

American

Detroit
Philadelphia
Chicago
New York
Boston
Cleveland
St. Louis

Ise-be-

Western
Denver
Lincoln
Pueblo
St. Joseph
Sioux City
Omaha
Topeka
Des Moines

.

51
50

....

...48
47
41
26

44
46
47
48
55
69

.537
.521
.505
.495
.427
.274

National League.
Boston at Pittsburg.
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
New York at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at Chicago.

American League.
Chicago at New York.
St. Louis at Boston.

rive In Vaughn

Detroit at Philadelphia.
Cleveland

at

National

AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M

at

allowance

Baggage

100

lbs.

to

each regular Ucket, excess baggags
at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500
rates are given for excur
sions. for eight or more passengers.
For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

5:30 p. m.

J W. STOCKARD,

Washington.

YESTERDAY'S

ROSWELL

Carrying the U. S. raall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M, connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa, Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arrive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., ar-

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.

MANAGEJR

GAME.

League.

Philadelphia, 2; Chicago

1.

The New Mexican
Printing Company

New York, 6; St. Louis, 0.
Cincinnati,
Brooklyn,

.

Military

9734-0763-

WANTS

29, 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Vicente
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, 19nC, made homestead entry No.
for lot 4, SW
SW
Sec. 24, and the W
Sec.
NW
25, Township 13 N., Range 11 E., N.
M., P. Meridian,
has filed notice of
Intention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
N. M., on the 14th day of September,

Western League.
Omaha, 6; Des Moines, 3.
Lincoln, 4; Topeka, 3.
Denver, 8; Pueblo, 7.
St. Joseph,
Sioux City,
7--

Santa

14--

American Association.
Kansas City, 4; Indianapolis, 1.
Minneapolis, 6; Louisville, 0.
Milwaukee, 7; Toledo, 6.
St. Pau 1,8; Columbus, 2.

Coast League.
San Francisco,
Oakland,
Vernon,
Sacramento,
Los Angeles,
Portland,

0--

New Mexico

PUBISHERS

-

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW
EL NUEVO MEXICANO :
PRINTERS,

OF
:

:

DAILY

:

: WEEKLY

SPANISH WEEKLY

BINDERS, BLANK BOOK

MAKERS

Our Facilities for Turning Out Work of any
Description are unexcelled.

Southern League,
Montgomery, 4; Nashville, 0. 1
New Orleans,
Chattanooga,
Mobile, 1; Atlanta, 3.
rain.
1--

OUR SOLICITOR :

Memphis-Birmingha-

Kidney Diseases Are Curable.

under certain conditions. The right
medicine must be taken before the disease has progressed too far. Mr. Perry A. Pitman, Dale, Texas.,
ys: "I
was down in bed for four months with
kidney and bladder trouble and gall
stones. One bottle of Foley's Kidney
Remedy cured me well and sound."
Ask for It For sale by all druggists.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

Fe,

try

ORDERS PROMPTLY

g

EXECUTED FOR

JOB

'

Halftones Zinc Etchings Lithographing
Embossing
Engraving
Loose Leaf Ledgers
Engraved Calling Cards,Wcddinf Invitations and Announcements
OUR SPECIALTY.

0

page four

THE SANTA FE

SANTA

IE

tion, in other words, appears to have
wrought a transformation elsewhere
than in the White House. The Boston Transcript, for instance, has a
long and comprehensive analysis of
the situation in which it finds the
President steadily growing in populaas he has
rity lust in proportion
grown progressive in his policy. At
last, it finds, he has assumed the posi

NEW MEXICAN

THE NEW riLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager. ''
r.

Eutered at Second Class Matt er at the Santa
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, pet- week, by carrier
onth, by carrier.... .75
Dally, per
5
Dally, per month, by mail
7.00
Dally, per year, by mall

Daily, six

Pi

Postoffice.
by mail

month,

Weekly, sis months
Weekly, per year
Weekly, per quarter

A

.

i

ir

Al-.- ..

i

v

'..--

inter-count-

'

.

--i

J

'

.

Think About

1.00 INCREASING
2.00

,

.

.

.

fE, U.

.

0

FULLY PROTECTED ?

It!- -

treaties by the United States, j Great
Britain nd France, and which also
incidentally guarantees peace with
Japan by making war with that naThe New Mexican
tion impossible.
firmly believes that universal peace
is not only practicable but that in a
few years any other state of affairs
will seem absurd. With nations free
from the spectre of agression from
the outside, they can give all their
time to internal development and to
making their people happier. In itself, war spells nothing but unhappi-nes- s
for the multitude.
There is no more reason for nations
settling questions of honor by war,
than it is for the individuals to settle
personal affairs of honor with the
fists. If a local court can be trusted
to decide personal affairs of honor,
why cannot an international court
settle international affairs of honor?
It is absurd to settle them by war,
for war does not decide according to
the merits cf the question, but is a
gamble on one hand or the triumph
of brute force and murder on the

J.

'"

PALEN, President.
L. A. HUGHES,

J.B.

4

READ,

Cashier
Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,

THE FIRST

T

L BANK

OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

MEXICO.

SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS,

R.

Then Act!

:

JULY 31, 1911.

MONDAY,

.

IS YOUR PROPERTY

THE WORLD'S HAP
PINESS.
Said an unselfish reformer: "My aim
.60
is to make the world happier and to
make it happier I must. make people
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
better. Measured by that standard,
It is lent to the greatest event of the present cenThe New Mexican ia the oldest new gpaper In New Mexico.
every postoffice in the Territory, and hag a large and growing circulation tury thus far is the signing this week
at Washington of the arbitration
amoni. the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
"

.

MEXICAN, SANTA

How About That Fire Insurance? j

$2.50

counties contribute part of the opst of
THIS IS THE TIME TO HELP.
a road and the territory another part,
an
today
has
Fe
Santa
opportunity
has proved a failure, at least as far
such as comes to but few other cities as permanent results are concerned.
in the land and that only at long inThis is not the fault of the Good
tervals. It can with but little effort Roads commission. It has been striv
and help establish here a Cnautau-qu-a ing for results, but its work thus far
been experimental under untried
that will be like a beacon set on has
conditions.
It has learned its lesson
of
a hill among other gatherings
and should henceforth adopt the defithat kind throughout the country. nite plan of building state roads, one
The program for the summer school link at a time.
The territory, the past three years,
of Archaeology now in session, is one
has
spent more than $100,000 for good
to
multitudes
draw
would
that
great
and yet, there is not one sixteen
roads,
Cambridge, or Ithaca, or Jamestown, foot road, connecting any two large
or Boulder, or Xorthfleld, or Lake Wi- towns, or opening any new section or
nona, and that eventually will do this country that has been completed, and
very same thing for Santa Ie. This city to which the territory can honestly
and say: "This road
is preeminently, by reason of its su- point witn pride
built and is maintaining."
the
territory
perb summer climate, its historical
The $100,000 have been scattered es
memories and monuments, its archae- if with a shot gun and notning permaological riches, its proverbial hospi- nent has Been accomplished anywhere
not
tality, its universal fame, adapted to that the counties themselves could
a gathering of this kind, that will be- have and would not have eventually
m.
accomplished them-js1come renowned for its scholarship, its
The creation of the commission
inearnestness, its patriotism, for it
was not for the pii.vos.3 of relieving
spires patriotism to study the history counties of the responsibility of con
.
and archaeology of one's own coun-- structing and maintaining local roads
or takins from municipalities the task
try.
and maintenance..1: As
But for this year, much depends of street.-pavinto "supervise
the Journal said, it was
found
To
local
.
the
support.
upon
nv tnA
land nltvanT " null go lnmpnlwl
here a Chautauqua under any other, Btatute. cpeatlng E1 Camino Rea,, to
circumstances would mean the raising build state roads. The first territorial
of $10,000 at least, among local busi- good roads work was such state road
nessmen. The little village of Moun-taina- building and if the money spent since
has expended thousands of then had been thus applied, the territory would now have magnificent sixdollars to date to establish a Chau- teen feet
roadways forming links of
Can and will Santa Fe, in a comprehensive system of
tauqua.
state
lieu of these exactions, take one hun- - roads, a link such as the road from
dred five dollar annual memberships R& ton to tne Colorado boundary proves
and as El Camino Real irora
in the School and Museum, with all j to
,
to Las Vegas over the
,iui iue .
.buquerque
m-- iue privileges
liimiij w .i,k
Pecos Reserve would have been if the
member?
each
it entitles
work begun had been carried through
The answer must be "Certainly!" consistently and persistently, and as
No man should wait to be asked but the road from Las Vegas to Raton and
should send in his name and the check from Albuquerque to El Paso, and the
,
rimiara withm.t anv further laterals striking to the eastern and
western boundaries, would be eventuIt Is a triple opportunity ally so that
pleadings.
tourists and automobilists
to make Santa re tne seat oi scnoiar-,mahave opened t0 them the beauties
"
ship, the Athens of the Southwest; tO;a the riches of this grand domain,
draw here the best and most earnest j That is the standard with which to
States each year! measure the territorial road construe- .
rnT,
" - th - TTnitod
i' i' nf
tion in the future.
in increasing numbers, and to pro
It is still time to adopt the only senvide for itself a pabulum of scholar- sible
policy. That is for the terr'torv
must
have
an'
atmosphere that
ship,
to built great highways of its own and
a great influence on ourselves and up maintain them. The counties Will
on our children and their future. San- never of their own volition maintain
ta Fe must demonstrate now whether territorially built roads. Experience
has proved this. In no case has any
it deserves this rare good fortune!
county been really satisfied with the
results obtained for the money it spent
THE BETTER WAY.
in
with the territory. It
The Albuquerque Mornfng Journal is a harsh criticism, but there is nothhas sensed that thus rar the good ing like experience.
Let New Mexico build, complete and
reads work in New Mexico has not
been an unalloyed success. It has also maintain a road, no matter where it
struck the real reason for this and sug- is, to which it can point and say:
gests a remedy that is good except "This road the commonwealth has built
that it might go just one step farther. and we are proud of it!"
Says the Journal :
MEASURING PRESIDENT TAFT.
"The territorial engineer shows a
Popularity is such a subtle thing
most commendable desire to see that
not much stress would need to be
the work done on the Camino Real that
laid upon the expression of editors
to
of
north
this city is satisfactory
when they assert that President Taft
the people of the county. His prompt is
growing In popularity, were it not
response to. the letter from the coun- for the fact that
human nature runs
a
commissioners
furnishes
glimpse in such even channels that it averty
is
at the policy which
making the ages fairly well the country over, and
good roads bureau such an invaluable that If among any thousand Amert
aid to road improvement all over the c,ans selected at
random, 800 declare
territory. In this connection, for the mai u au is more
today than
'benefit of 'the engineer and to keep he was a year ago, popular
it can be set down
the responsibility as local as possible, for certain that this same sentiment
we believe it would be a, good plan prevails over the United States. Most
for every county lb' nave full' and "com- of the newspaper editors agree that
plete charge of the work in its bound- he will make a stronger Presidential
aries under the advisory supervision candidate next year than he did in
of the engineer's office.
Let the 1908. Says Current Literature, which
money appropriated by the territory is not a political magazine:
be expended by the county under the v "Assuming, then, that Mr. Taft Is,
eye of the engineer or his assistants as a Democratic paper puts it, 'as seand according to their directions as to cure of a nomination as Diaz ever
method. It is a more logical proposi- was,' what are his chances of
Here the note of uncertainty
tion and more likely to avert such
misunderstanding as occurred in re- is apparent in all directions, but, if
newspaper opinion may be taken as a
gard to the work here.
A policy of shifting too much re- safe guide, the President has greatly
strengthened his chances since the
sponsibility en the territory in the last
election. How far this feeling is
matter will not be as effective in
to be credited to the personal equamaintaining the local Interest in the tion of
work which is everywhere necessary. who are the newspaper proprietors,
interested in the
It ought, if followed, to put the good success offinancially
the reciprocity bill, is
In
to
a
better
roads bureau
position
something impossible to determine.
push the general propaganda if the But Canadian reciprocity is but one
engineer and his men supervise and of a number of things to which the al
direct the campaign, the territory pay. leged growth of Mr. Taft's popularity
ing its share of the expense to the is attributed. His evolution from
county in a lump check on receipt of President in close accord with the re
the audited expense account for the actionanes into a leader of the prowork. It would further systematize gressives is asserted to be complete.
the work and maintain fully as good The fact that the progressive leaders
a check oh the expenditures.
in Washington seem to be as hostile
. "This is neither a criticism of the as ever to Mr. Taft does not embarrass
county nor the engineer in the pres those who undertake to describe the
of this evolution. The Chient local instance; merely a sugges processes
for instance, puts
tion tendered for what It Is worth.' cago Record-HeralThe Journal is right when it says it thus: 'The rank and file of the Reparty are as progressive as
that the territorial engineer and his publican
men should "merely supervise and they were a year ago, if not even more
direct" the local good roads cam progressive; but they no longer look
to the insurgents for leadership, in
paign. Beyond that, the county and
spiration, guidance. The progressive
the state work should be divorced; sentiment
now with or behind Taft,
and
communities should while the is
the county
are like
insurgents
do the local road building and pay for als who have lost their armies.' gener
It, jtist as the incorporated municipal"The fact that newspapers that have
ities pave their streets at their own not been known as
progressive here
'
expense.
j ....
tofore are now hailing Mr. Taft as
The territory or state should devote the real progressive1 leader and ap
y
or plauding every act that seems to line
its fund to building
state roads Independent of local road him up on the progressive side ii
huildlnji Thus tar, the plan of having doublr significant The recent elec--
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Capital Stock,
$150,000
and
Undivided
Surplus
Profit, tjt 80,000

Transacts a general banking- - business in all its' branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of per-

Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Sash, Doors,

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

t

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
We solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
Plans,
Specifications, Etc.

Estimates cheerfully furnished.

P. M. HESCH, Jr.

sonal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

& SON

orado, there is Santa Fe, N. M., the in, were relieved this morning by other
reached volunteers.
oldest town in America,
tnrough scenery weird and strange in
Clary, who is 21 years old, the son
its character. The scat of a territorial
of
a prominent mine operator, is begovernment, Santa Fe is vastly interlieved
to be still alive in a run way,
of
account
ancient
on
its
many
esting
.
Efforts
other.j
buildings and churches. From Santa 70 feet below the surface.
When one considers the misery that Fe can be reached the ancient pueb- were made to reach the runway by
One
in
means of drill shafts, and thus supply
wars have brought, the suffering and los and prehistoric cliff ruins."
Over
a
man.
the
hundred
with
air...
ai
or
to
those whosre innocent,
loss,
BOOHS IN SUITS WITH PRIVATE BATH
L. B. Beckwith, publisher of the men and boys engaged in the digging
the most only remotely interested, it
women-whCuisine and
seems strange that so little is made Melrose Index has prepared a three were aided Dy
kept them
Large Sample
of the greatest triumph of the Taft page folder telling about- Melrose, supplied with food and water.
A
Room for
Table Service
'
administration, the advancement of Curry county, or rather, the influenWhen an opening had been made to
Travelers
world peace, the signing of general ces, including land hunger, that will the run way seventy feet below the
arbitration treaties. The newspapers make Melrose a busy city. These surface, this morning, the rescuers disSANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
give more space to a mediocre base same influences will be at work in covered that they had
misjudged
ball game than they do to these
other portions of New Mexico and it Clary's location nd that he was in
events which add so much to is certain that the commonwealth will some other chamber of the mine.
the sum of human happiness, and the have half a million people before the Thus all their work had been useless
average man seems to know less end of this decade.
and they immediately began to drill
about the great happenings which re
hole.
another
dound directly to the benefit of himCOPPER MERGER HALTED
self and family, than he does about an
BY JUDGE WIEST.
RECENTLY OPENED. IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
ordinary divorce scandal. However,
TO
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
READY
or
DISSOLVE.
that does not minimize the effect
Injunction on Peresult of the labors of President Taft Grants Temporary
tition of Minority Stockholders
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
Certificates Will Be- for universal peace.
of Company.
well lighted and ventilated,
come 220,000 Shares in SubBooms en suite with private bath an phone.
New Mexico prides itself on the (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
sidiary Concerns. .
FINE sample boom.
fact that it has within 120,000 and
Lansing, Mich., July 31. Judge
more square miles some half mil Weist handed down an opinion this (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
CHEERFUL
DINING
THOS.DORAN RATES $2.50 TOW
New York, July 31. Directors of
lion horespower of undeveloped water morning granting a temporary injuncROOM. FINE CUISINE
Oil
Standard
have
apthe
$3.00 A DAY
Company
Proprietor.
power. But what of the 35,000,000 un tion to the minority stockholders in
of
a
it
proved
plan
developed horsepower of the Zambesi the Osceola Mining Company to prej was 'learned today, to comply with the
falls in South Africa, or of the 14,000,- - vent the
copper merger.
decree of the supreme court.
000 horsepower of the second largest
Unwise Legislation.
Details of the plan will probably be
water fall in the world, that of the
31.
Mich.,
Judge
July
Lansing,
Iguassu river on the boundary be Wiest held that ',, the state statute re- made public soon. The distribution of
tween Argentine Republic and, Brazil?
of subsidiary
of
lating to consolidations is a bar to
Niagara can. develop seven.; million completion of trie organization in its parent company, will probably begin
horsepower, or fourteen times as
form. Other points he deems in September. ThA decimal of distrimuch as all the streams in New Mex proposed
&
25c.
too important td' be decided without bution, it is said will be five shares of
ico, although some of the streams like a full
Oil
On
of
basis
Standard
a
stock.
witof
or
examination
hearing
Furnished
rooms
in
connection.
Hot
4CoId
Batn&t Electric Lights
the Pecos, fall six thousand feet in nesses'.
five shares of stock of the parent com"'
;
their courso through the territory. It The court declared that if the Mich- pany, a holder will receive fractional 222
San
Francisco
Street
::
seems strange that it has remained
G.LlPEHERRERA,Prop
igan state laV, which limits the shares of 32 subsidiary companies and
for the present to harness the natural amount
of capital stock of such mer- one full share of more in each in
sources of power, the fall of great
The
gers to $10,000,000, allows the propos- three constituant companies.
streams, the ocean waves, the sun, ed merger to be completed with
it is reported, inthe winds, all of which eventually
capital Stock and $82,000,000 volves the distribution of approximatewill produce all the power needed to in
the aet simply operates to ly 220,000 certificates representing the
capital,
make
work
will
do the world's
and
save the corporation from paying a 36 companies compared with a little
coal unnecessary as a producer of franchise fee on all above $10,000,000 over
6,000 certi4cate of the parent
steam or heat. Ib does seem false and
prevents its. true capital and cap- company now out standing.
economy to produce power at a great ital stock from being disclosed.
cost in order to duplicate power that
"No splitting of words can change
already has been provided by nature, $82,000,000 of property and assets con- REV. F. W. PRATT
TO "S" ' ;
WILL LEAVE SHORTLY.
tributed by so many companies from
The census bureau today issued a being what it is in law and Intention
bulletin on the agricultural resources consolidated for, and that it is the Officiated Yesterday at Church
Holy Faith Last Time Before
of Georgia, which is not only the capital on which the proposed consolSflVfi MOflfiV aod, lnconvnleoc0 by Purchasing Welts
Returning to Carlsbad.
leading manufacturing but also the idation commences operations," said
state
the
of
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
greatest agricultural
Judge Wiest.
At
Church
the
of
the
Faith
The
Checks
Holy
and Foreign Money Orders,
of
east
the
Mississippi.
south,
The court adds that it Is not a comfarms number almost 300,000 and the pliance with the statute to capitalize yesterday forenobn, Rev. F. W? Pratt
preached his last sermon before leavvalue of farm lands and buildings is $82,000,000 in assets at $10,000,000.
ing for his home at Carlsbad. It was
U. S., Canada, Mexico
almost half a billion dollars. The
-Sit.'
a scholarly exposition of the pre
average va'ue per acre is given at BREWERS TELL DEPARTMENT
t
eminence of the Christian religion ov
$17.78 and the- amount expended for
ALL ABOUT BEER. er
all other faiths as answering most
REMITTANCES. SENT BY TELEORAPH
fertilizers to renew the fertility of
the land, was $16,819,000, $3,000,000 (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) completely human t. needs and soul
The musical, program was
more than the amount expended for , Washington,
July 31. Both longings.
Hazel
farm labor. While the increase in Secretary Wilson of the department pf especially impressive, Miss
D.
the number of, farms in'ten years was Agriculture and Dr. Harvey Wl Wiley Sparks presiding at, the pipe organ,
only 29 per cent the Increase in the of the board of food and drug inspec- Mrs. Bean,. Accompanying on the vlo
value of farm lands was 166 per cent, tion listened carefully .today to the an- lln and the solo parts being rendered
by, .Mrs. w. D. Hayes, Mrs. Kirkpat- and in the amount of . fertilizer used swer of brewers to the
question "What ricRRev. F. W. Pratt and Mr. Hale
almost 200 per cent. Of the farms. is beer?"
...
almost 200,000 are cultivated by ten
M, jratt, who was formerly rector
IT. S., Brewers', Association,
of the Church of the Holy Faith, but
ants and of those cultivated by the The
of
B.
by Louis
Shramm,
the past year has had charge of the
owners, 18,228 are mortgaged. There represented
New York, offered a long statement Carlsbad
are 1505 farms of more than a thou- in
parish, has endeared himself
reply to the set of questions pro- to Santa Fe people very much, many
sand acres,' 31,000 more" than 175
the'
as
to
pounded
by
department
of whom would like to have him reacres but less than a thousand acres,
f
of the farms had an what ingredients. were contained in turn to Santa Fe permanently.
while
beer. It was claimed that the processarea of less than 50 acres.
es and Ingredients, used in making
CONDUCTOR SHOOTS DOWN
The trend to the cities by both beer were substantially the same now
NEGRO PORTER AND COOK,
whites and blacks in the cotton grow as before the pure food law was passed.
census
demonstrated
states
is
by
ing
AV 4 NIGHT 1
DC II
1 Aft EALAO
-- ww
In giving detailed Information as to Tragedy on Troop Train Bound From
-.
figures for the states of Alabama,
,AVJB
v
8am Houston to Fort
Fort
their
brewers
the
declared
methods,
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,
..
Georgia.
Myers,
ill
Picture
and
Tamf
their
Framing
ly
with
willingness, to
Satisfactorily Done.
South
North Carolina,
Mississippi,
Of the the department in investigating the
Carolina and- Tennessee.
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By
The
white people of these states, 18.9 per manufacture of malt liquors.
Atlanta, Ga., July 31. The three
cent lived in towns of more than brewers declared however, that the special troop trains carrying the sol
twenthe manu- diers from Fort Sam Houston, Texas,
government eye
2,500 inhabitants in 1910, while
ty years ago, the per cent was only facture of beer through the U. S. in to Fort Myers, passed through here
11.6.
Of the total negro population ternal revenue act.
Furthermore m good order late yesterday, but H.
Tilspho Bed 38 and have
of the same states, the percentage they suggested that inasmuch as the L. Robertson, conductor of a Pullman
";yur enters delivered.
was
i
1910
areas
in
principal difference In eers was in rar, the body of a porter, and a
living in urban
The "the destinies before and after fermen-- I wounded cook were left here. The
11.8 in 1890.
17.7 as against
white population of the 1890 cities in- tation, there would seem to be no rea police are detaining Robertsoiwwho Is
Tte
are
U tfc
mi iwtt--f
creased 27.6 per cent in ten years, son for compulsory'
acoption of speci- a resident of San Antonio, Texas, and
1910.
to
1900
cent
46.6
from,
and
fic labeling."
who is accused of shooting the two
4er
sew,
The rate of increase in the rural secJohn R. Mauff of Uranford, N. J., negroes. He declared that when he
tions was less for both races in the presenting the . Consumers' League, reprimanded them for neglecting, .their
decade ending 1910 than for that end- read a statement charging that "since duty they attacked him and he? shot
...
A h
.
.ii
ing 1900,; but .the decline .in the rate cursing mothersand invalids" use In
I
of increase was very mueh greater for beer for "tonic
. labels
properties,"
the negroes than for the; whites.
should designate tne Ingredients so JOHN G. LEISHMAN TO BE
' :
Gxm
Proprietor.
that users may know whether they are
TO
GERMANY.
AMBASSADOR
In a wonderfully effective illustrated getting grain extracts or "chemical
T
write-u- p
of three pages in the summer
V
to
Succeed
preservatives."
to
Present
Minister
Italy
resort section of the Suna y St. Louis
That any "chemical preservatives"
. James
Jayne Hill, Resigned,
Republic, the Denver & Rio Grande were used In the making of beer was
at Berlin.
'
..DEALER IN..
Railroad company se's forth the quickly denied
;
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
by the brewers.
glory of Denver and trlnutary country and among the fiist place outside FRANTIC EFFORTS TO
Washington, D. C, July 31. It was
of Colorado mentioned, as tributary to
RE8CUE YOUNG MAN. reported on the beat authority today
Denver, is Santa Fe, thus showing that
- The EASIEY HALT
that President Taft had about decidCO Uijfctf Bldf ., Santa Fe., N. M.
the Denver & Rio Grande railroad in (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ed to appoint John Oi A. Lfishinan, at
S
featurthe
to
Fe
ta
c
is
with
ambassador
company
EASLEY, BmuiMS Manager.
Joplin, Mo., July- 31. The men who present American
ing Santa Fe es it never has been ad last night began digging in an effort Italy as ambassador to Germany, sucto CoUecoon of Accounts and Rents
Given
Attention
'
Specri
to rescue Joseph Clary, imprisoned in ceeding James Jayne HilL who revertised before. Says the Republic:
- a mice near here
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e
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cavespring.
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Coors.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell left last
Friday for Ilermosa. The Colonel expects to make arrangements soon that
will enable him to remain at his
home at least six weeks. Sierra
County Advocate.
John W. Roberts, messenger of the
governor, was back at his post again
absence due to the
after a twelve-daencaaipment. Wallace Fiske has been
ab-aciing messenger in Mr. Robert's
sence.
Miss Anna Phillips, of New York
city, who has been visiting the Misses
Spitz at their home here, left Saturday. afternoon for Colorado Springs,
and will later go to Denver. Many ol
her friends were at the station to Did
her farewell.
Dr. Frederick M. Bishop, the London
paysician who has been the guest of
Branson M. C. Cutting here, left for
New York Saturday evening, to sail
tnr Ciirniu nn Wednesday. Manv of
the doctor's friends were at the depot

Mrs. Ben Romero is visiting friends
at Las Vegas.
Jake Weil, Jr., a merchant of Taos,
is in the city.
S. Flanagan of Santa Fe was in Las
Vegas on a business trip on Saturday.
Edward Furry, a millinery salesman of Pasadena, Calif., is at the Pal-

a General Banking Business

Does

yesterday. Mr. Coors is a well known
With them were Miss
businessman.
Carolina Nichols and Miss Mary R.

Your Patronage Solicited
1. B. LAUGHLIN, President
H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
W.
E.
Asst.
Cashier
GRIFFIN,
"V.

I856.

.
day.
Sheriff J. M. Casaus of Santa Rosa,
Guadalupe county, is at the Coronado
,.--

I90J.

Incorporated

hotel.
John H. Riley, the well known cattle man of Colorado Springs, is in

FOR THE

the

city.
Mr. and Mrs. William Winters are
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MOST lJEAimFUUaESIQNS.

Rings, Brooches, Pendants. Neck Chains, Bracelets.
friends.
No style gift more desirable for, your Eastern
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'V f"& ''i-...&
Sta Fraicciso

IT IS OUR LEADERsure
it is and why? Because
better Flour can be
bought or made at any
price.

We also have " Diamond Flour," a
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For hire
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Electric IronsjThat Stay Hot
'
- Electric
Tpafters ':, .
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Vegetables

SERVICE

Water He&teji and Percolktert
T' -

$1.10
.50

TRIMMED

.

.

SIZES

This Week,

.

WITH

$1.00

CHECKED

This Week,

.

$1.00
GINGHAM

$1.50

SUITS-14--

18

This Week

....

$4.00

CHILDREN'S COATS, SPRING WEIGHT

1

.
Shepards' Plaids, $1.75,
7
Years
8
and
Coats,
Pongee
Tan Crash Coats, 6 and 7 "

Old

This Week,

.

Sizes, $3.50, This Week,

"

"

"

-- $3.00,

"

$1.25
3.00
2.25

EXTRACTS

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
work entrusted to our care handled personally and with a view to please.
1TCT DCf ClVEn A new lot of beautiful CH1F-t- jl
IVLtLlVCU FONEERS and DRESSERS.
AH

PROPRIETOR.

LOOK THEM OVER.

The

.Exquisite Designs of

XX XX

ave-Tju- e.

'T

X

THE

FOLLOWING WEEK

K
K
K
K
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In All Colors

Our Special, 24c Yd.

Regular Price, 30c.
LIGHT COLORED

ADOLPli

PERCALES 12

SELIGMAN

XXXXXXXXXXXXXft
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and 15c. Yd. Values
Our Special, 10c. Yd.

DRY
X X X

GOODS
X

A

X

X

'A

K

CO.
X

X X

Tesuque Valley Fruit Ranch
Containing 1,000 Bearing Trees,
Best of Ditches and Water Right.
If you are considering an investment we can
demonstrate that this is ONE of the BEST.

First Class Work Guaraeteed

Herman Ilfeld, who has been here
for a few days has left for tne south.
Charles Ilfeld is still in the city hav
ing come here to see his friend, Max
Nordhaus, who has been quite ill.
Mrs. J.. W. Raynolds, wife of the
late' territorial secretary, left today
for Las Vegas to visit her father-in-la-

Phone Black

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
v

No. 52

Phone Black

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

No. 229

Residence

Insurance Agency.

309 San Francisco

Street

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Thence

nTatreTu
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XXXXX XX

X
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Right Price

Hon. Jefferson Reynolds.

China.

d

I

With
the Best

Com-jpan-

Hand-painte-

AKERS WARNER FURNITURE CO.

Little Drug
Store

DLVEIVCn
JIM KtlClYCU

to

My Raynolds and

J. P. Steed & Son

her children spent ireral weeks at
St. Vincent's Sanitarium and greatly
enjoyed her sojourn in this city.
CARPENTERS
A. R. McCord. R. J. Crichton and
AND CABINET MAKERS.
family, A. J. Griffin and Miss Lura
Stephens have returned from an enjoyable outing to the upper forks of
the Pueblo in Taos county. Fishing fXjrniture made
was good and the country la wondrous-lSIGN PAiTING NEATLY DONE
"
,
beautiful and grand. ' '
arrived
afternoon
this
Mrs. Navarro
Phone. Red
AH Work Caaranteed.
from Alcalde, Rio Arriba county.

THE LATEST STYLES IN
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to order
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SERVICE
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AND

PLACES
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Regular $5.00 Numbers,

vhaa

home in Omaha.

a leader in its class.

This Week,

.

MISSES' SAILOR

WM. D. ARRIGHI

t00

is!bth

"

and many more too numerous to mention.
Call and be convinced.

LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

Goods

i

"

AND GINGHAMSASSORTED

Regular Price, $2.00

y
First Lieutenant Fern Wiley of
F, First Regiment, New Mexico
National Guard, is fishing on the Pecos
and is not expected ..jmo for a week,
With him are Privates Small and Lowe
who are also expert anglers.
Captain Normen U King was the
j
only commissioned officer who return
ed with Company F last night. Among
officers wno
the
came with liim were F. G. Hall and
Professor F. J. Bowlds.
: BUTT BROS. CO., J
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Townsend will
leave this week for New York city to
"Always Reliable"
buy fall stock and to also make arderangements to install a millinery
DRUGGISTS
partment in their store here. During
Mr. Townsend's absence J. Weil of
Taos will be business manager of the
Phone Red 58
Phiie itht
store.
Ma'rcelino A. Ortiz and J. W. Akers
have returned from, a fishing trip to
Conejos Creek but report that the
heavy rains have seriously Interfered
with the catching of the finny tribe.
Miss Cooper, daughter of the Uev. CARRIAGE & CAR
PAINT1NQ
Mr. Cooper who formerly was a minHarriMiss
of
ister here, is the guest
SIGN WRITING
son at her home on East Palace

.
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POWDER
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PLAIN, TAN AM) BLL'E GINGHAMS

tcU
Wll
1

.

Regular Price, $1.25 .

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

-

FIUGREE- '

GO.

Boss

Gloves .for Everyone.

GOLD

J,

This Week,

DRESSESASSORTED SIZES

BLUE GALATEA

CIIAMBRAYS

DRESSES

AND WHITE

Replar Price $1.35,
"
"
.60,

$ .20

Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory,

j

comes to Santa Fe then
you buy our

Size.

Dress Gloves,

v

HUE a

If you want the best

For All Purposes and All

ww ww

5.

30c

re- -

:
Banlu
Je
jv,

i

15c

,

i

John Pflueger, The Gloveuan

4 w ww

TUUIll

GINGHAM

Regular Price, $1.25

Corn-Fe- d

nrt..14.

"

CHILDREN'S

SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,

visit- -

wpra
:,tie Thou
courtesies!

!W,n,t

Size, 1 to 3,
14

Fish, Fruits and Vegetables

i

Pflueger,

'!

plUCe Where SatlS
CtlOn is absolutely

County Advocate.'

Phone, 152 Red

119 San Francisco St.,
SANTA FE, - - - N. M

John

CHILDREN'S

Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Veal and Lamb.

.

O.C.WATSON & CO.

Auto. Gloves,

he

Kansas City

7business trip
turned Tuoay
to Santa Fe. John tells us that
he left Santa Fe Monday morning the
weather was so cold up there that the
inhabitants of "(that ancient pueblo!
eierra
were wearing overcoats.

v,,tt.rjarr

.

Size, 1 to J, Regular Price $ .35,This Week,

c
tVClUUUIUMUl N1IC.
stj atjhere to our old
policy first established
by us of

hmmdarv

-is

.

20c

ASSORTED COLORS

guaranteed. lNOthing
but tne best tne mar- -

JZl&
it

,1th
greatly "
shown them by the anhUersgas Optic.

1

1

rhR ladies

.

.

"
"

"
"

CHILDREN'S GINGHAM DRESSES

.

.

.

-

and Mrs Bart- , CoJta Vo

'

moh,
uiuve iuc ,,.,,

j

Parlor Market
and Grocery

j

Ahwt.

oionei r,.
0 n
"

,

Phone 49 Main

35c

This Week,

j

'

H:
1

"

County

'

"

j

Phone 49 Main

....
....

Regular Price, 25c
"
"
20c

j

:.im'wan

1'

f
I

ierra

INFANTS' HALF HOSE

Corner Plaza

t

i- -

LOANS
it

-S-

South-Eas-

mndttinn was critical
arrived
M:
nQon train
w
X1UU1 XHO
Mr. Nordhaus was taken ill at Santa
the encampment and at his desk in
t,..lrw1 in fiana -Fp fnr
nu&a aUU was uumw
the capitol again.
v.si nnoraHnn
weaker and
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Coors of Las
nl& caSe
Vegas, were guests at the Monteiuma
Secon,i Lieutenani Jacob Safford,
'
'
Mex- Company F, First Regiment, New
PLAZA BAKERY
i
viinnoi nuara did not return
FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
itn tne troops yesterday as he
Us at camp muis putting some fine
Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
wucnes io umi
uuiu6
wnrecuonery, . Fruits . and Groceries
private Enos is

SjretyBonds

HANGS

coach.

Wyo.
A. T. Koch, the efficient assistant
of Captain Fred Fornoff in the office

REAL

it

'
trAnfl
VTBCaptain Fred Fornoff of the terri-- ;
torial mounted police, came in on

T

-'

Phone 36

O. Box, 219.

I

of
of

of his as-sistants, who have just completed wun
fnr
.
r,it.ort
...l
a Ju u.

Dr. Lewis B. Paton and his charm- ing daughter of Hartford, Conn., are
in Santa Fe for the summer school
archaeology.
, - -,
i
aimI kuc- W. J. J,inwouu,i a mejiuci
tary of the Cattle Sanitary Board, is
here from Raton. He has recently
been to Gallup on oil business.
Attorney M. W. Mills, the large orchard owner of Springer, Colfax mnty, is at the Palace. He isa trustee
of the New Mexico Reform scnooi.
Harry W. Kelly of Las Vegas,
wholesale merchant and member of
the constitutional convention, regis
tered at tho Montezuma yesterday
Louis H. Kirk, the surveyor who
has been at work on the New Mexi-- '
boundary lines, is at the
Palace. His home is in Cheyenne,

Special Bargains While They Last

mmfill

j

will

which

Archaeology

w Kirkpatrick and several

Advocates

Is Being Continued for Another Week

SELIGiN

The Misses Madeline and Virginia
KaIIv who have been visitine rela
tives in Santa Fe. have returned to

yesterdays

FOR THIS WEEK

MISS A. MUGLER

j

1 1

Vegas.

5!

Veils

Flowers
Fancy 'Ribbons
This Month Only.

!

maitaig eKavnuuus and invesuga
tions. Las Vegas upuc.
rancher and
J. l. uunanorn,
horse dealer of Antonito Colo., who
licuucuiij i o Santa Fe, left this
city for San Antonio, Texas, yester
day with two carloads of young animals. While in the city he lost a
pet saddle horse, for which the
Mounted Police are Marching.

fnr a stav nf several davs.
Earl H Morris of Farminetou. is
hero tn attend the summer session
nf th School of American Archaeol- rtrv
Dernrty Traveling Auditor R. C.
Rankin who had been at Raton on official business, spent Sunday at Las

Black jnd Gray

Serge
We.caa

I

Norma, faculty

a trip- to the cliff dwellings
tr. JJ.
t tjileal auu,i ,!,,.
Wl
ml. ttliuj if.,
"'nn " make
Fe county for we purpose
Santa
Paso.
El
for
left
tndav
Virginia

To-ra-

Blue

ONE THIRD OFF
On

to Santa Fe to join
Traveling Auditor John Joerns has will go Monday

Men's Alpaca Coats

f

"SSe

New York tourists registered at the

Tt

Townsend's Specilas

1

--

Established

PAGE FIVE

MILLINERY, BARGAINS

Her-mos- a

ace.
Walter Greaves, the jewelry salesman of New York City, is at the Palace.
Miguel Otero, Jr., son of
Otero, was at Las Vegas yester'
day, i
George S. Blunt was a visitor in Albuquerque in Albuquerque on Satur-

M.

Santa Fe Water arid Light Companjf

I

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Stoves
: Electric
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
'
Electric Tea Pots
-

i

i
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It

St, Louis Rocky

Pacific

Railwav

GENERAL

Ml

la

4s

3 07
3 45
4
4
5
5
5
5
5

(Head Up)

1910

STATIONS

20

55

00
50
30
15
3 05
2 45
2 25
1 55
1 30

68

43
00
10
18
2S
45

7i5

32
8 55
9

9 05

HOolfai

Ar
Lv

82
"i
-- i
94

Ar

It May Not Sell Goods but It Arouses
interest in What You Have
to Offer.

10 15
9 49

.

1:

8 20

8 02
Orrososo
7 45
Lv
Olmarrou
Ar a m
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park, N. M...Lv

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

pm

pm

(Connects at Colfax with K. P. & S. W. Ry, train both Northjand'Soutb.
59tage for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston K.lM.I
Stage leaves Ute Park, N, M., for Wllzaoethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally except
fifty pound baggage carried free.
andays, Pare fe w one way 13.50 round trip;
leaves Dus Mctnes. N, . for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from It he
O. &
tb at 4:38 a. m
M--

t.

VAN

C. DEDMAN,

9

F M, WILLIAMS,
Q. P. Agent,

HOUTEN,
V. P. & Q. M

Superintendent.

ASK FOR TICKET

cHinvnim

cotTini-f-

tea, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, vta NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Theses

EAST

THE

IF

.KT

For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
Which makes the stomach strong, promotes the flow oi digestive juices, restores the lost appetite, makes assimilation perfect, invigorates the liver and
purines and enriches the blood. It is the great
and restorative nerve tonie. It makes men strong in body, active in mind
and cool in judgment. Get what you ask for I

Robert B. Wallace, advertising manager of an Omaha Investment company
recently gave the Omaha Real Estate
Exchange an entertaining and profitable talk on advertising. Among other
things, he said:
"Advertising is salesmanship, yet 1
doubt if advertising sells lands or sells
goods. Advertising arouses interest in
what you have to sell, but there must
be personal salesmanship.
It is the
personal element that backs up the
vigorous advertising that separates a

blood-make-

man from his money.
"Advertising is a promise. Every advertisement promises value received
to the man who spends his money,
whether it is for dry goods or real estate. The man who makes good in his
promises is the one who Is successful
in his advertising.
"Advertising is optimism one must
have faith in what he is offering the
public. In my work I have adopted
this motto 'To be interesting one
must tell the truth audaciously.' Coii- sider this statement for a moment.
Audacity does not mean exaggeration,
but a bold presentation 6f what you
have to place before the public.
In the work of our company we
have spent much money for photo
graphs and pictures, because people
like to see what they are buying; they
want to know something beyond hat
The
they can be told in cold type.
printed matter, however, must be pre
pared with intelligent care.
In a recent campaign we were ap
proached by the owner of a splendid
farm, well improved, well located, who
wanted to sell the farm, and listed it
with us, signing up a contract to that
effect The matter was turned over
to me for publicity, and I described
the land, the crops and the general
conditions. I don't think I stretched a
single point in the writing up of that
farm. Shortly after issuing the advertising matter we made another trip to
that valley.
"The owner of the farm came to Mr.
Payne and said he would like to with
draw the land from the market Mr.
Payne asked him why and said he
couldn't very well withdraw, as the
contract was signed and we had issued
advertising matter descriptive of the
place. 'Yes,' said he, 'I saw a little
write-uof my farm. My 'wife and I
read it over and it sounded so good
to us that we decided we couldn't do
better, and we want to keep the farm
"In our advertising work I hear the
remark ferquently, and probably as a
criticism, that advertising is a great
expense. Let me suggest here that if
advertisers would consider that item
as an investment rather than an ex
pense, I believe there would be more
of it, and that it would be more effective.
Advertising
surely costs
money, but it should not be on the expense account. Money spent in advertising puts your name and your busi
ness before the public. It becomes
then, a part of your assets. Advertis
of opportunity;
ing is the hand-maishe is tapping at your door.
"It is an old saying among anti
quated advertiser that they are advertised by their loving friends, and that
is about the way Nebraska is advertised at the present time, and that
means she isn't advertised at all.
"I could talk with you for some
time longer upon our work in the
south, but do not want to weary you
with the details of that campaign. You
doubtless would be surprised to know
that the actual expenditure in printer's
Ink in selling 16,000 acres in Louisiana
during the winter was less than 40
cents per acre.
"We have run great trains at one
time having eight cars in a special.
We have taken trips over tropical New
Orleans, have visited historic battlefields of the south, taken our guests
back into the old plantation days; we
have given them a touch of southern
life and entertained them to the best
of our ability. In a little over four
months of work in the south we have
sold over $1,000,000 worth of land.1

p- -

El Paso Texas.

Are You Going Fishing ?
The Rio Grande protects one
fare for round trip for fishing
parties consisting of three or
more people from Sante Fe to

theBEST FISHING GROUNDS
IN COLORADO
MEXICO.

AND

;

NEW

d

For Further Information Call on or Address,

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent,1
vv

W.

D.

wu.

nil

h

SHEA, T. F., P. A., Santa Fe

State

New Mexico

Fi

ALBUQUERQUE,

g 8 a 0 a a 6'o'BTifo'iraTa'oTnra
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October 9,110,
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j
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portunlty for money to do more 3

13, 14, 19114

w.

widn
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viiMiv,

greatly curtails the time

.

RAILROADS

Inning-Adver-

(Pecos Forest.-

Not Coal.)

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M..
July 12, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that Manuel
Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, N. M..
who, on October 11, 1904, made .home
stead entry No.
for SW1-- 4
Section 3, Township 14 N, Range 11
E N. M. M. Meridian, has filed not
ice of intention to make Final five
year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, IT. S. Land Office, at
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 23rd day of

Aim

8111-0390-

-

nez, Jose Angel, Patricio Garcia, all
of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

AlM

IV

i

Spanish-America-

Connections made with Automobile
line t Vaughn for Roswell, daily,
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros
well at 8:30 a. m. tvnd arrives at Ros
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vauehn at 6 p. m. The
"nre between Santa F and Torrance
is $3.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell 110.
Reserve seats on auto
mobile y wire. J. W stockard.

82

If you want anything on earth
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Maria Apodaca, Luis Marti a New Mexican Want Ad.

'

to

Until September 30

$50.90

H.'S,

Santa Fe,

Agent.

;.

7--

The Unexpected.
"Shame! Here's a story of a New
York messenger boy who found a cer
tified check for $5,000 and got a dollar
reward for returning it! What do you
thjnk of that for contemptible small- ess?"
"I think the dollar was worth a
good deal more to the boy thai, the
check."

t

CALLED HER DOWN.

521-4-

Rubber Stamps.

.

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., July 31 Wheat Sept.
89
Dec. 93
Corn Sept. 63 8
Dec. 613-8

Dec. 431-2- .
Jan. 16.15.
8.571-2- ;
Jan. 8.50.
Ribs Sept. 8.75; Jan. 8.271-2- .
Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., Julyl 31. Wool,
slow; territory and western mediums
fine
1719; fine mediums, 1617

Oats Sept.
Pork Sept.
Lard Sept.

40

17.121-2- ;

14

LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, July 31. Cattle Receipts,
26,000; generally steady; beeves, $5.00
7.25; Texas steers, $4.406.10; west
ern steers,' $4.00. .6.10; stockers and
feeders, $3.005.35; cows and heifers,

$6.957.25.
Sheep Receipts, 20,000; weak; na
$2.50
western,
tive, $2.504.10;
Iambs,
$4.15; yearlings, $3.905.10;
native, $3.757.00; western, $4.50
,

Kansas City, July 31. Cattle ReMr. Naggltt You are very incon ceipts, 15,000; steady; native steers,
sistent. You insist upon having the $4.757.00; southern steers, $4.00
5.90; southern cows and heifers, $2.75
most expensive things, and yet
4.75; native cows and heifers, $2.50
Mrs. Naggltt And yet, what?
$3.00
7.00; stockers and feeders,
Mr. Naggltt You use so much talk.
Don't you know that talk is cheap?
5.25; bulls, $2.755.25; calves, $4.00
6.75; Western steers, $4.606.30; west-ecows, $2.754.75.
8quanderers.
5 to 10c
Philosophers have been, they say.
For ages Impecunious elves.
They gave their good advice away
Instead of taking It themselves.

high
Hogs Receipts fi.OOO;
er; bulk of sales, $6.957.10; heavy,
$7.00.715; packers and butchers,
7.15

; lights, $6.907.10
$6.95
Sheep Receipts. 7.000: strong to
the Game.
10c higher;
muttons, $3.40 4.25;
"Couldn't you tell the ballet master
fed wethers and
lambs,
$5.507.25;
want
to
because
have!
off
you
you
get
fed. "western
$3.755.BO:
yearlings.
one
asked
lost your grandmother?"
"
'
ewes,
$2.754.00.
coryphee.
"Grand"No," replied the other.
mother saw him first and. told him she If yon want anything on earth Try
a New Mexican want as.
wanted to attend m funeral."

On the Day of

'

4'

"

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. ; BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USINO RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

'

l--

7.00.

Isr

August

2;

,

High Animal Life.
A Boston school teacher had been
explaining to her class about the three
kingdoms of nature the animal, the
mineral and the vegetable. - When she
bad finished, she said to the class;
"Now who can tell me what the
highest degree of animal life
At that a little girl in a rear row of
seats raised her hand an drepiied
try
"The highest degree of animal life Is
the giraffe." Metropolitan.

to

I,

v

,

August

MARKET REPORT

...

5
cents
38,000;
Receipts,
higher; light, $6.85 7.50; mixed, $6.75
7.40; heavy, $6.507.35; rough, $6 50
6.75; good to choice heavy, $6.75
7.35; pigs, $5.507.15; bulk of sales,

yean

$41.90

Via Portland or Seattle, $62.50 and $68.35

Hogs

Paka.

Until September 30

$50.90

tise.

Worvav
A certain barefoot dancer.
We've recently been told,
Baa been upon the Btage tor
And never caught a cold.

1

$45.20

$2105.85; calves, $5.507.75

Doctors, lawyers, merchants, hrokera
Don't become "bad business" crokera
Printers' Ink will make you Jokers.

vv

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS
to
August
to
JJJ,AJ August

n

$41.90

11

Whether selling goods or buying
It Is well, there's no denying,
To let people know you're trying.
Advertise.

Advertise.

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.

it

M1HNLE

mna
re--

Things they want? If bo, they'd tarry
Long enough to buy. Be wary.
Advertise.

August, 1911.
.

Las

Ji

Does the public know you carry

Secretary-Manage- r.

;

,

s

Vegas.

elty Vaudeville Company.

ADVERTISE.

Is your rival business winning.
As the season's Just beginning?
Tou may also have an

john:b. mcmanus,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

r

Carolina Nichols, Las Vegas.
Bud Burke, Albuquerque.
Mary R. Coors, Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. William Winters, New
E. C. Kinnison, Cerrillos.
York City.
Tad S. Spar, City.
Lewis B. Paton, Har. ord, Conn.
John N. Zook and family, City.
Miss Suiva Paton, Hartiord, Conn.
Edward M. Otero, City.
Louis H. Kirk, Cheyenne, Wyo.
C. E. Kinsins, City.
'
John H. Riley, Colorado Springs.
W. C. Howe, City.
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. McN tt, Santa Fo,
Miss A. Arnold, City.
G. W. Prichard. City.
C. M. Moss, El Paso.
M. W. Mills, Springer.
J. E. Clark, City.
A. A. Bassett, Detroit.
A. W. Phelps, Reading, Pa.
Coronado.
' "
Prices 15 and 25.
J. Weil, City.
J. T. Gallagher, Antonito, Colo.
E. W. Furry, Pasadena, Calif.
William Waters, Albuquerque.
Mrs. E. A. Fiske, City.
J. H. Codey, Pecos.
TEACHERS' INSTITUTE AT
Mrs. Franz, St. Louis.
William Rogers, Cerrillos.
ESPANOLA HAS CLOSED.
T. B. Catron, City.
It Has Been Quite Successful Vacant
1
11
1
Hay Fever and Summer Colds.
Montezuma.
Cadetship at Military
Must be relieved quickly and ioley's
A. Baca, Wagon Mound.
Institute.
Honey an-- Tar Compound will do
H. W. Kelly, Las Vegas.
E, M. Stewart, 1034 Wolfram St., ChiThe Rio Arriba County Teachers'
R. G. Cobbett, London.
"1 have been greatly
cago, writes:
.
Institute has been progressing very
Mrs. Cobbett, London.
troubled
th hot summer
during
favorably, at Espanola, under fee dirJ. M. Casaus, Santa Rosa.
months with Hay Fever and find that
ection of Mrs. Dixon assisted by Mrs.
N. A. Hardeman, St. Louis.
by using Foley's Honey and Tar ComWS H Lsf 1 La?
Doane. The total attendance has been
J. H. Allison, Forest Service.
pound I get great relief." Many oth- 38 of whom 25 are men and 13 women.
W. E. Merry, Kansas City.
o
ouui oiuiiiai j VVS14
giau
The great majority are natives of hio
B. S. Phillips, Truchas.
to benefit by Mr. Stewart's experiArriba county. The range in age is
J. E. Clark, Santa Fe.
ence. For sale by all druggists.
from 13 to 68, some being veterans of
many years service in their profes
sions. On Friday last, Hon. L. Bradford Prince, president of the trustees
of the
Normal
School at El Rito, visited the institute
and laid before those in attendance the
advantages of a course of at least one
year at the El Rito institution. The
probability is that several will follow
this suggestion. He also informed the
When Accidents Surely Happen.
students tnat under the recent opinion
11
LOS ANGELES,
7
Applicant I understand you offer of the attorney general, the eounties
14
SAN DIEGO,
17
insurance for all sorts of queer pur of Rio Arriba and San Juan would be
poses?
to one appointed cadet in the
entitled
The Manager Why, yes,, we enMilitary Institute at Roswell for two
deavor to cover most of the reason- years from
September 1911, and he
able chances.
would be glad to know of candidates
The Applicant Well, then, I'd like for
1 1
7
cadet has
SAN FRANCISCO
to have you insure me against getting to the appointment. The
$135 a session for board and
pay
out
I'm
when
14
my name in the papers
17
OAKLAND,
$75 for outfit.
The instruction at the
joy riding with a bunch of chorus Teachers' Institute concluded
Friday
girls and an accident happens! .
ON SALE DAILY
and the examination takes place today.
Mrs. Dixon will also conduct the Insti.
At Her Wont.
tute at Tierra Amarilla for the bene"Did you ever see the young wom- fit of the teachers in the norfe and
GOING OR RETURNING ONE WAY
the
an you are going to marry in
west of the county.
morning when she wasn't dressed for
company?" asked the inquisitive marACCORDING TO DATE OF SALE
ried man.
!
"No: but I've seen her at their.
Return limit on tickets sold August 7th to 11th, and
summer cottage, ana im sure sue;
14th to 17th, is October 15th, 1911. On tickets sold
August
MONtY
AND
METALS.
never could look worse than that,"
New York, July 31. Prime mercanJ
daily, return limit is October 31st, 1911.
was the reply.
,
tile paper 4 to 41-Mexican dollars
GO NOW, AND GO VIA THE SANTA FE.
45; Call money steady 2 3
A Prophecy.
671-2- ;
Sugar 1181-2- ;
N. M.
LUTZ,
"Dick was out in his machine with Amalgamated
Atchison 112; Great Northern pfd.
sentimental.
and
got very
Madge
1081-2- ;
134
New York Central
Madge told me she was never so mad
Northern Pacific 1315-8Reading
in all her life."
1591-4- ;
Southern Pacific '1221-8- ;
"Why?"
Steel 79
pfd.
"Because he told her he felt he was Union Pacific 189
120.
in
his
the
life,
Bearing
turning point
Ne wYork, July 31. Lead steady
and just as she was expecting a pro4.45 4.60; Standard
copper quiet;
posal, the machine turned turtle."
spot and September 1212.25; Silver

Have you stock that's not been selling?
That In spite your verbal telling,
Still upon your shelves Is dwelling?
Advertise.

Write for premium List andProgram.S

President.

Palace.
C. A. Bishop, City.

Charlotte H. Richardson, Boston.
Jake Weil, Jr., Taos.
Earl H. Morris, Farmington.
Walter Greaves, New York city.

kenneonooooooooooooooaan'j

ISAAC BARTH,

Darby, Denver.
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system when
thoroughly tested by the chief chemist at Dr.
Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, Bu.Ttlo, N. Y., tells the
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SISTERS
By VIRGINIA BLAIR,
Vicky was younger than Edith, but
she seemed older. She had such an

assured air, and a
manner which seemed to set her beyond all youthful folly. It was only
when she was alone with Edith that
she showed the child In her.
"One of us has to seem grown up,"
She could explain to Edith, "and you are
such a baby that I have to put on an
extreme amount of dignity."
Edith smiled.
"I am not such a
baby," she said, "but you have more
courage than I, Vicky; I do not believe that you are afraid of anything."
"Tes I am," Vicky admitted.
"I
am afraid of George Miller, Edith."
The color flamed into Edith's face.
woman-of-the-worl- d

"Why,

why should you be,

Vlckyr

she demanded.

blotting out the "Image of "Edith's
He came down often after
beauty.
that and one day he said: "I love you,
Vicky. I want to take you home with

d

me."
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One of the most exquisite of the
new nets has a border of ragged blue
that trails off indefinitely Into pale
''
green.
Coat suits of pique and linen will
be popular garments for the little mist
this spring. Some very smart models
are fashioned of colored linen.
Many of the new foulards have fine
white stripes on dark blue, gray,
green, or lavender, brown and over
all a conventional satin figure, the
same color as the ground.
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three illustrations are
rtESB and useful to mothers, including as they do a coat and skirt
costume, a school dress and a long
useful coat
The coat and skirt costume Is carried out in this model, in pale gray

tweed, and Is made In a simple but
pretty style with gored skirt and a
d
coat fastened with
buttons.
' The school dress Is made of navy
blue serge with plaited bodice and
skirt cut all together and confined at
(he valet by a hlaok bill The waist
double-breastetweed-covere-

d

DID HE OVERDO

ITt

August 2nd to 13th.

front which Is on
mehted with two rows of small gl
The neck and sleeves at
buttons.
finished with white turn-ove- r
colli
and cuffs, trimmed with feather stitcs
ing and lace.
The coat Is of brown cheviot sergi
made with stitched plaits on eithei
side, both front and back, and has a
stitched belt which crosses In front
and fastens with one button. Similar
buttons ornament the coat. The turnover collar and cuffs are of plain
brown cloth. All three will be fowl
highly servlefble costumes,
ha a box plait

In

no

'

absent-minde-

Nonsense.

Lady

But Is It

a good talkerT Does

Know many words?

:

Rather, lad. This 'ere bird
has got a Tery strong vocabulary. life
tow tanfht on. a goat oowss! A
Dealer

$7.30

From Santa Fe.

Dates of Sale,

July 31st to August 12th.
Return limit, September 2
fare'
1911. One and
from all other points in New
Mexico and El Paso, Texas.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

Herewith are some bargains offered
the New Mexican Printing cam-paiCode of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
bound, fl; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Coda
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 18S9.. 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather $3. . Sheriffs Flexible
b

pllatlon Corporation Las, 75 e. Compilation Mining Laws, "0 e Moneys
Jltest of New Mexico Reports. fnV
heard of its murdering tuna." skeea, $150; full list school blanks.

Common Experience.
"Did you ever hear of piano
being fatal?" V"

Tve

Now from the Press,
PRICE $3.00, POSTPAID

VOLUMES

1

Money's Digest

TO 14 IN STOCK
to 9 Inclusive,
$5.00, Postpaid

Covers Volumes

Price

I

DERDEN'S DIGEST
Price $7.50, Postpaid

nSoT?oDTw

Missouri Code Pleadings,

$6.17, Postpaid

"Ernest Thompson Seton says it is
Cover Pock a Dockets, single, $1.26;
wrong to feed cheese to skunks."
"What nonsense soma of our learn- twe or mere book, II each.
New
ed men do talk. Won't you try some
Supremo Court Reports, No
more of this Roquefort?"
3 sad 10 inclusive, $3.30 each.
Com
'

Volume 15, New Mexico Reports, Covering:
the Decisions and Opinions of the
New Mexico Supreme Court
1909 and 1910

one-fif- th

woman

humorists?"
"I don't know. Why?"
"My typewriter spells as funny as
Artemus Ward in his palmiest days."

He

It

ROUND TRIP RATE,

A Lady Humorist.

"Who says there are

The Wrong End.
Is very
Dozens
of times I have seen him trying to
on
the wrong end."
scratch a match
Is that how he wore his
"Gee!
hair off?"

Ht-U-

forlorn

STYLES IN
STANDARD

1351. N. W. A.
meets second Tues
day each month, so
cial meeting tUrd
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Visting neigh

.

kiss, cutting a creditor and breaking

J. M. DIAZ,

d

hap-ene-

There was one man, a Russian, who into a perspiration."
scrutinized her pictures and gave her
valuable suggestions.
Tou
have
HE WAS 8URPRI8ED.
vj
genius," he told her. "but your heart
is not to
,
"I haven't any heart," said Vicky,
whimsically.
'
"You had one once," he said shrewdly, "but It has gone out of your possession. Who is the man?" '
'
Vicky shook her head at ' him.
"There is no man she said, stoutly.
But that night when sne went to bed
she had a vision of George Miller.
She had not heard from him for a
long time, but the next morning she
wrote him a letter. It was a pitiful e
document that held a cry of loneliness. Edith, she said, was busy with
her new happiness everybody seemed busy with their happiness, and
he was trying to paint and be nappy
without
Edith, without everybody.
Wouldn't George come down as a cure
for homesickness?
He came and found her so thin and
white that he cried: "Why. Vicky,
what la the matter?"
Oiff My wife haa developed a great
"Nothing," she declared, and on
lor singing.
top of her, declaration broke down passion
Gaff Tes; but if s nothing, to the
.
andcsled.
wife's singing arouse la
He petted her and went away with passion your
the
nelchborhood.
face
a stature at her
little

DR.

,i-

r,

ists.

Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts in
the Territory.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

V
V
V
"

For the Hostess

!

me.
She tried to believe him, but her
heart whispered: "If Edith were not
married, what then?"
Then like a thunderbolt came the
news of Richard's death.
Edith,
heartbroken, went back to the old
A Unique Flower Luncheon.
home and Vicky gave up her idea of
The hostess asked ten guests to
a career and took up, once more, the
came to a luncheon, each wearing a
life that they had led together. She
flower (either real or artificial) to repsaid nothing to Edith of her engageresent a country. The flowers were all
ment to George.
being daffodils,
One day she took things into her typically springlike,
narcissus and hyacinths. The place
own hands. She telephoned to George
cards were original rhymes in which
to meet her at the pier, and once
the name of the flower was not menmore he rowed her down the river.
tioned, but to be guessed. A few speAnd there Vicky set him free.
cimens follow:
"But why?" he demanded, "don't
Sour sweet face aayo: "I think of yrni,"
you love me?"
She would not meet his eyes. Tour colors are of every hue. (Pansy.)
"Edith" she faltered. "In a little Blue as the loving eky.
time she will have forgotten her sorThine emblem constancy.
row for Richard and then you "
"Do you think for a moment, Vicky," "I love
you! I love you!" your rich color
he demanded, "that I want Edith?"
Imparts
"You loved her first," she said.
Oh, how fondly we nestle you close to
our hearts.
(Red rose.)
He leaned forward and took her
hand. "Little child," he said, "it was Fhough
dangerous pleasures you Imply,
not love that I gave Edith. I thought
e
Tour
petals doth please the
eye.
(Tuberose.)
It was, because I was blinded by her
beauty. But when she threw back to
The countries represented are: Unime, so lightly, the heart that she had ted States, goldenrod; England, rose;
no
won, when she had no sympathy,
Ireland, shamrock; France, fleur de
feeling for the boy she had known lis; Japan, chrysanthemum; Canada,
all her life, I was disillusioned.
It maple leaf; Holland
tulip; Scotland,
was your sympathy,
Vicky, which thistle; Germany, cornflower; Switzmade a man of me. It was your pity erland, edelweis; etc.
that revealed to me what you might
One of the many flower guessing
be as a wife. The love I had for contests was used as a
pastime, th&
to
is
love
for
Edith, compared
my
you,
prizes being a copy of "Elizabeth and
as candlelight to moonlight"
Her German Garden," and set of
And Vicky was content.
place cards. The center
of the table represented
a formal
ON THE INCREASE miniature garden, the tiny flowers and
INSANITY
trees being found in the toy and favor
department of a large city store.
Number of Afflicted in the United These novelties are within the reach
States Is Assuming Alarming
of most of our readers as prices are
gladly quoted and orders filled by
Proportions.
mail.
The number of Insane persons in
hospitals in the United States on JanButterfly Dinner.
Have butterfly candle shades, butuary 1, 1904, was not less than 150,151.
This was more than double the terfly place cards and. If possible, a
number of 1890, which was 74,028. lovely overhead decoration with a
From 1904 to 1910 the insane in hos- number of delicately made paper butpitals in New York alone Increased terflies fluttering from the ceiling at
25 per cent. It is safe to say, writes the end of fine silk strings.
Serve
Homer Folks in the American Review the following menu:
In
of Reviews, that the Insane now
Consomme With Peas.
hospitals in the United States number
Oyster Croquettes. Cucumbers.
at least 200,000.
Braised Sweet Breads.
Asparagus Tips.
The population of Nevada and WyoVeal Fillet With Brain Fritters.
and
Salad,
Celery
Pineapple
1910
is
in
about
equal
ming
together
Ice Cream In
to the population of the hospitals for Pistachio and Vanilla Shells.
Meringue
the insane In the United States. The
Black Coffee.
total annual cost of caring for the innut
holders may be made
Lovely
sane in the United States is In the
ordered from a firm making a
(or
of
a
$50,000,000
year'.
neighborhood
specialty of novelties)
by having
h
of the total expendiAbout
ture of the state of New York is for email butterflies poised on the rims
of the cups which hold the nuts. This
the care of the insane.
Is a beautiful decorative scheme esThe New York State Charities Aid
association has outlined and is carry- pecially fitting at this season.
ing into effect a movement for popular
An Announcement Party.
education along scientific lines by
There was nothing unusual about
sound psychological methods as to the
causes and prevention of insanity. As the invitations to this party, which
one factor in this educational move was an affair for about thirty young
ment a short leaflet has been prepared people who were In the same social
When the dancing commenced
stating in simple language the essen set
tial facts as to the causes of insanity some one observed that the young
hostess seemed especially taken with
so far as they are now known.
This leaflet Is being printed by hun a young man who had recently come
dreds of thousands, and is being to town. Presently some one noticed
that the wedding march was being
placed in the hands of men, women,
form
and
girls, through every
boys
of organization willing to help in dis
tributing it. It has been sent to every
physician in the state, to the principal
of every public school, to all clergymen, college presidents and faculties,
superintendents of city schools, health
officers, county school commissioners,
secretaries of Y. M. C. A.'s to officers
of labor unions, proprietors of factories, department stores, laundries, to
city officials, officers of local granges,
officers of fraternal orders; in short,
to all the various types of organizations that are willing to promote such
an effort for the public good.

CABOS

PROFESSIONAL

MASONIC.

"It is pity, George."
"It isn't," he declared stoutly, "you
are the one woman in the world for
.

one-sixt-

''

H. L. ORTIZ,

Fraternal Societies

"He always looks at me as If he
could see through me," Vicky confessed, "and I feel as if I ought to
be in short dresses and wear my hair
in
"He does not make me feel that
way," she said.
Vicky's short nose was up In the
air. "Of course not, he's in love with
you, Edith."
"I hope not,' said Edith gravely.
"Why not? Vicky demanded.
"Because I don't love him," was the
response.
"And he loves you. Isn't-tha- t
JuBt
the way of it? All the good things
come to you and you don't want them,
while I
Edith looked at her In astonishment.
"Why, Vicky Osborn," she said "I don't
see why you should care..
"I don't," said Vicky bravely, "but
George Miller is too good to be hurt."
She said the same thing to the
young man that evening when he
came out white-facefrom a talk with
Edith.
"I want you to be happy, George,"
she said.
"You are a nice little thing, Vicky,"
he told her, "and we've always been
good chums. But I cannot come here
any more."
Vicky ilooked after him forlornly. "I
couldn't tell him the truth," was her
thought, " that Edith cares for some
one else."
She found Edith In tears on the
"I am not going to sympaporch.
thize," Vicky scolded; "you ought to
love him, if you don't."
"But there is Richard,"
Edith
faltered.
"He cannot hold a candle to
George," Vicky said.
"I believe you are in love with him
yourself, Vicky."
Vicky turned on her, her eyes blazing. "Do you think I'd love a man
who didn't care anything for me?"
But that night she cried herself to
sleep, and in the morning she rose
early and went for a walk through the
garden and down the road which led
to the river. Her big dog, Laddie,
followed her.
She talked to him on
the pier while watching a fisherman
drawn in the nets with the morning's
catch.
,
"Edith has always had everything,"
she said. "She's the pretty one and
I wouldn't care,
the popular one.
Laddie, if she loved George; I'd give
him up, but it is such a pity to have
so much devotion go to waste."
In silence she watched a boat shoot
out from the upper rapids Into a
;
placid pond.
"It's George," Vicky said, and rose,
ready for flight.
He saw her and waved to her.
"Don't you want to go for a row?" he
asked. "
Vicky consented, and with Laddie in
the stern they turned down stream.
There was a little inn on a wooded
point. There they had breakfast, telephoning to Edith that they would be
back at noon.
All that morning George poured the
tale ef his troubles into Vicky's sympathetic ears. And Vicky listening,
said within her soul: "It isn't Edith
Lost In Australian Bush.
that he really loves, it's what he
Several people have had the terrible
thinks Edith Is."
experience of being lost in the bush at
Yet she dared bring him no disillu- Southern Cross, Australia, during the
sion, for she could not break faith with past few weeks. Lately the police and
her sister.
trackers rescued one man, Hugh Fras-eafter tracking him 80 miles. AnWhen she reached home she found
Edith In 'a fever of excitement. "Rich- other man was tracked 40 miles. A
ard wants me to marry him," she said. child, aged five years, named Good"He has it all planned, we are to live win, was tracked through nine miles
in his college town and he will finish of scrub and over ten miles of fairly
his studies and have me for his In- open country. The tracker had to go
'
on his hands and knees over the first
spiration."
j
Nothing that Vicky could say or do nine miles. 1 Throughout this distance
d
the whites could only see one solitary
could influence Edith, and so it
that the young and irrespons- footprint. After being 43 hours withible pair were married within the out food, water or shelter, the wandermonth, and thus Vicky was left alone. er was found alive, but terribly
Since the death of their father and scratched and exhausted.
mother the two girls had been chapA Catalogue of Crime.
eroned by an old aunt whose feebleness made her poor company for a
"I suppose there's none of use better
young and eager girl. Vicky packed than we should be."
her things and went to the city. She
"Indeed, no; 1 was thinking It over
took a small studio in an old building last night Why, only yesterday I
down town, and there she painted in was guilty of killing time, murdering
company with a half dozen other art- a tune, smothering a yawn, stealing a
pig-tails-.'
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Forms for Missouri Pleading
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Price

$5.17,

Postpaid

COMPILED LAWS 1897
SESSION LAWS IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH
1899, 1901, I90J, 1905, 1907, 190!
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LECTURE Oil

Andrews "Cash" no.

no- -
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JERUSALEM

Kansas City Meats
Have just
the best lot

Brilliant Audience Throngs
Council Chamber at Capitol Last Night

received

of beef we have had.

We

al-

ways buy the best, and this
lot is Extra Fine K. C. Beef.

Veal, Nice Young and Tender.

1

PROGRAM

Pork, K. C. Corn Fed

F. Andrews

ed away, for the hall would not hold
f.a tnose wno came, and the next pub- lie lecture will be held in the Hall of
Representatives so that all can be accommodated.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett
presided and made a number of interesting announcements
respecting
the school and the plans of the sum
mer session. Jesse Xusbaum of the.
Museum staff onerated the stereopti-- l
con, and the slides thrown upon the
screen were remarkably clear and interesting. Under the direction of
Mrs. V. L. Bean who played the violin,
With Miss Hazel Sparks at the piano,
the Episcopal church choir rendered
"Jerusalem the Golden," Mrs". W. D.
tho sonrann nhlieato
VTavps
venr pfffictivpiv At the conclusion of
the lecture Miss Mary McFie sang
with beautiful effect, "The Holy City."
Miss McFie has not'only a fine voice,
trained but also very pleasing'
staee presence.
Tv.Q i,.(ii,i, nnor.an hie tniv with
a reference to his authorities, the
New Testament, the Talmud and Jose- phus but especially to the Palestine
j ti inH rst th
sinp-inp-

Pork, Wenniwurst, Bologna. Headcheese, Lunch
Meat and Boiled; Ham.

Phone No. 4.

INTEREST

Opening of Summer School of
Archaeology Proved to Be
Very Auspicious

Sweet Breads, Liver and Brains.
SAUSAGE

JELO

M.

Phone No.4.

"Coming from Lamy into Santa Fe,
I was struck with the similarity of
the mountains and mesas with the
country between Jaffa and Jerusalem
in Palestine. In fact, there are many
things in and about Santa Fe that re
f n-mind one of the Holy Land," said Dr. T.MMKni
.rf
Lewis B. Faton last evening before drew a most graphic picture of the
the audiencp that throneed the coun- - Wniv citv snfl tho TAmnle built bv
nil chamber nt tho fnnitnl
ti nn;ntJ .tt ttia snxt
The lecturer s statements can be ac- - sites as far as determined of the sev- cepted as authority, for he knows en visits of Jesus to the city, de-

tti, .,

Turquoise, Laveliers,

ti.j

Amethysts, Opals,

EXQUISITE DESIGNS

mm
GOLD AND SILVER

V. e. recotwn-n- d

Waltham Watches
because we believe them to be the
best.
Our stock oli'ers a wide assortment of

FILIGREE

-

Waltham Watches

Come

in and talk watch with ns.

touch
fi good

"It's

It

will

t
t,..i4. .i,
ta Feans know about Santa Fe. He
wns fnr vears dirpptnr nf tho Rrlinnl
!of Oriental Archaeology at Jerusalem
in
land made important discoveries
his excavations. He has lectured in
almost every large city of the country
on his specialties, the Holy Land, and
the Semites, and the summer session
of the. School of American Archaeol- cgy is indeed fortunate, and so is
Santa Fe, to have secured him as a
lecturer and instructor at this time.
It was a brilliant audience that
gathered last evening to hear the ini- tial lecture of the series and of the
summer school. Many had to be turn- -

mil expida what constitute

Ve

S.

Time You Owned a Waltham.''
)'t will show you the exqui-fitei- y
tlim model Walthams of
tue Colon:a! Series and will
name the vValtham movement
best suited
to your require'
stents.

SPITZ,

92.. ..Phone.. .,92

The Jeweler

I

r
ft V)(trlfftr

Butter
OurlV
It's Fine.

For Rent

6 Room House, Furnished or Not.
116 College Street.

HAYWARD 'S

,6 fjsi

j

MARKET

HAYWARQ'S

Try

August 1st

MARKET

9 2...Fhcre....92

August 5th

For Rent

5 Room House, Johnson Street, with Bath and
Range. Furnished or Not.

it,

.

tt,

nt

thvoa woiia

MONDAY, JULY 31, .1911.

a. m. and returning at 7:30 p. m. 11 shal Sena reports the finding of a box fans to do the rest to arouse enthus-o- f
time at Lamy permits, a lecture will
V
chickens at the corner of Don Gas-- , aism.
be given there at the ancient ruins not par avenue and Water street,' evidentTeachers Try tor Higher Grades.
far from the depot.
ly dropped there by a thief who 4 The special teachers' examination,
couldn't "get away" with his plunder. under the direction of County School
Owner may have the chickens by iden- Superintendent John V. Conway, and
tifying them at the marshal's office Mrs. Conway, opened this morning at
THE DULY ROUND UP.
and paying for this advertisement.
the Santa Fe iHgh School, at 7:30,
j
Flittings W. D. Shea and family with .the following certificates: For
last waIt mnvprt mit rtt tha 'newtaA rf first grade, Margaret Cunningham,
X XX X
X
Mrs. Thomas on East Palace avenue, Flossie Sanford, Ada Jane Harvey,
Santa Fe, N. M., July 31.
to the A. Reingardt house on Marcy
The weather for New Mexico
Bergere; for second grade, Edith
street. Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Townsend Hickox, Antonia Silva, Hazel Sanford,
tonight and Tuesday is general- 5
today moved from Bast Palace avenue Ruth Bacon; for third grade, Lena
ly fair." Not much change in
Capitol Heights where they have Alarid, Libureita Gonzales,
Mary
jJto
temperature.
erected for themselves a beautiful Cunningham, Frances Annaya, JoseX XX X XXXXX XX
modern residence.
phine Alarid,, Alta Sanford, Ambrosita
Mrs. Harney Sells Boarding House. Rodriguez, Carlota Armijo, Louise Al- each!
Books
25c
Pocket
Sample
only
Mrs. Emma Harney who has run a arid, Eloisa Martinez, Anita Silva, Eus- at Goebels.
...
cows. . phone successful boarding house on Westjbacio Tapia, Josie Lujan, Cleiente P.
WANTED Milch
ll
Palace avenue for over a year and a'Ortiz, Candido Ortiz and Slxto
Black No. 188, Capital City Dairy.
"
FOR SALE A lot of kindling. Very half has sold it to Mr. and Mrs. W. G. cia.
s.
;
reasonable. Apply Mrs. Dudrow." 228 ousn, oi tt.aiamazoo, jxncmgan, wno
unaer
same
to
tne
intend
continue
it
street.
ROBBERS FATALLY
Agua Fria
Plan winch made it a success. Mrs.
Girl for Housework
Wanted-- Girl
WOUND CARD GAMBLER.
will
to
later
the east for (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
go
wanted for general housework. Ap- - Harney
a
vacation.
Butte, Mont, July 31. Three maskP'y at 403 East Palace avenue.
Foup Hundred Coming It is esti- - ed robbers early today entered a sa- M'arriaae License A marriaee
cense was issued to Ascension Rodri- - mated that 400 excursionists will, be loon in Meadville and probably fatal- from Willard to see Wil- - ly shot one of seven men who were
guez aged 55 and Miss Margarita Pa- - here Sunday
Tarn nlov TJiitL-i'nlovino- - narrla ann boiifaii (Ann wnin
Oonfa Ve "DnnvrAwn
dilla, aged 35 years.
iK W.Jn.crliu Mirtht "is Da'l park. The Special train i was on the table.
our Hundred
"nglnS vuuard s
As the city council meets tomorrow
FOR SALE Horse and buggy for
l" r"v? 7l
1
night the Santa Fe Commercial Club urKe
,agf,v
A bargain. Call at New Mex- u mccHnir'Wni.!
iflo tn
today that the hand will sale.
Y,a
and that he relies on Santa Fe.ican.
play
,
,
nesday night,
Peaches
Arrested for Stealing
John Powell was arrested at R'oswellr
for stealing peaches and Mrs. Rosa
COLSRS, ANY QUANTITY.
Goss for larceny of silverware and,
SWEET PEAS SEPARATE
I grow only the best and
vari
household goods.
Healthseeker Michael
Death of
eties, and they are especially fine now. No such Peas have
8

XXX

a

.

.

Gar-we-

11- -'

i

a

,

erected at successive periods, referred
to the traditions, soma of them an- parently fallacious which . attach to
all of the reputed holy sites and
gave his listeners a clear conception
of the conclusions reached by mod- ern archaeologists. While these dig- coveries have fixed as more recent Loughlin, aged 32 years, a healthseek-many of the structures which tradi- - er, died at Albuquerque yesterday. He,
tion dated back to the time of Solo- - came to New; Mexico five weeks ago
mon, yet, they have also dispelled the from New Orleans.
mists that clouded many important! Fred Fisher Case Judge John R.
'McFie this afternoon in chambers
points in Bible history.
If this first lecture is indicative of heard the case of the Territory of New
what is to follow, Santa Fe can be Mexico against Fred Fisher, charged
proud of having a Chautauqua that with selling liquor In Torrance coun- eclipses as far as scholarship and in- - ty without having obtained a license.
'McQuinn
terest is concerned, the program at Whisky Did the Job-J.'any other gathering of the kind west was held in $1,000 bond at Roswell fin
of the Mississippi.
Today was de-- charge of attempted criminal assault
voted to registering students at tha preferred by Miss Nevada Bullard.
,
summer school.
Quinn testified that after he took a
drink of whisky he did not remembef
Interesting Announcements.
Among the announcements made by what he did.
Five and a Half Inches So far
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett last evening was
that of the daily programs, the first ol July has been pretty generous with
which is published today on the first inches. of the moisture this month
jpage of the New Mexican and which which is probably as much with one
includes each forenoon, a walk to exception as has ever been seen In
some point of interest in the city and July in this region since the weather
'a "perambulating" lecture. The ar- - bureau was established.
House ftruck by Lightning During
rangements for the excursion to San-- i
to Domingo on' Friday are complete ;a heavy thunderstorm at Roswell on
and those desiring to go should regis-- ! Saturday evening, the house of L. F.
and set on fireAl en.WoodDneaa,lo
iter at once. The round trip will te
$2.00, the train leaving Santa Fe at Woodhead was struck by lightning
..a, ,iM j, and set on fire. Half an inch of raijr'
fell and helped to extinguish
the
- ;
;
flames. '
The Santa Fe Planing, mill has
joined the New Mexican advertisers
in today's issue. The new management of the busy plant speaks well
for its future. Local and nearby
parties interested will do well to see
Phone 12. SANTA FE, N. M.
these people before going out of the
city. Patronize home industries.
Found a Box of Chickens City Mar-1

j

o

I

DAVID LOWITZKI

Cut Flowers-A- ll
CLARENDON

GARDENS.

up-to-d- ate

'

heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.

ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
the time to. transplant this gorgeous flower. My
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
season. 20 cents each ; $1.50 per dozen.
Now is

Phone, Black 204.

'.'

Varieties

6

JAMES

McCONVERY,

415 Palace Ave.

SI

Are You Going
to Build

or remodel this season? If so, let us advise you
regarding your plumbing equipment. It is one of
the most important elements of
the home, and should receive
careful consideration.
Bathrooms which we have
installed are giving their owners
perfect service. &tMidad"
Plumbing Fixtures and our expert workmen never fail to give
satisfaction. Illustrated liters
rare always on nana.

3

wumwv- -

FOR SALE BY

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

nr TUT To1
New Soft Hats!

New Soft Hats !

"A FINE SOFT HAT DISPLAY, SURELY "
-

These are Soft Hat Days, and Soft.
Hats were never so popular as they
are today. There are so many new
shapes that are in good form : : :
Bats for the Conservative Dresser and

'

TOE

L

Star Hat
QoaKty goei in

baforathabraad'

Hats for the Smart Young Fellow
THE BEST HATTERS BEST HATS, S2.50, S3.5D
--

s

'

The; Colorings

ARID

S5.Q0

are Blacks. Browns, Olives, Nutrias and Pearls.

WE ARE HATTERS AS WELL AS CLOTHIERS, AND WE FIT

Vv"

EVERY HEAD AND FACE WITH

W iHat
THE

hafora Ilia

bnnJ

That is Both Becoming and Correct.
..

f

'
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